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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Statement of I:Tob~e:m. 
The purp0Se of this study was to discover how the nursing assist-
ant communicated with the patient and team leader, concerning the identi-
fication and satisfaction of patient needs. 
Justification of the Problem 
'li'raditionally, the nurse has been the person closest to the pa-
tient. This could be attributed to the fact that she, above all others 
wa.s the one person on whom the patient was most dependent. 
Since being hospitalized means for every patient a period in 
life in which he has to regress to the level of dependency, the 
person who is responsible for his care over· the span of the sick 
day has a significant influence on the patient •s well-being, his 
wish for recovery, and his general frame of mind. The patient may 
feel that the doctor is his main source of hope and strength, but 
in the minutiae of receiving support and even in his ability to· es-
tablish contact with the doctor the nurse is of outstanding import-
ance to him. She is the person on whom he must depend for the 
satisfaction of his needs, either physical or emoti0na1.1 
More and more, we are becoming aware of and putting emphasis on 
the total needs of the patient. Ruth Freeman very aptly stated this 
when she said, 11the nurse must cope with the patient •s fears as well as 
with his fever, with his aging as well as with his infection, with his 
l 
Otto :Pmllack, Charles Westoff, and Marvin Bressler, ttPennsylvania 
Pilot Study of Nursing FUnctions, 11 Nursing Research, II (June, 1953), 
17-1.8._ 
l 
2 
attitudes as well as with his. information. rJ2 She elaborated .further by 
suggesting that, nsomehow- there must be nursing time to. coorl'ort as well as 
t01 counsel, to listen as· well as; to J!..c-ok .for symptoms, to ponder as well 
as to practice. With0ut these essentials, nursing becomes 0nly a tech-
nicaL s:ervice, lacking the dew:th and impact required o.f a pro.fession. n:3 
F01r many reasons in recent years, the nurse has delegated much o-:f 
the responsibility that formerly was hers t~ auxiJ!..iary nursing personnel. 
'!'his has become necessary because, n ••• new .forms of treatment, early am-
bulation, short hospital stays and changing concepts o.f hospital responsi-
bility for total health care have multipJ'.ied the nursing tasks ])er patient 
day and increased their comp~exity.n:4 If then, the nurse has delegated 
much responsibility to the nursing assistant for patient care, it can be 
assumed that she has lost a potential source o.fpatient contact. This 
source of patient contact then becomes the property of the individual to' 
whom this responsibility has been delegated. It is during the length o£ 
time spent at the ]>:atient 1 s. bedside attending to~ recognized needs, that 
the patient is most apt to communicate other needs, and that these other 
needs, either physical or emotional, may become manifest. Dorothy Johnson 
elaborated further on this point; 
2 
Ruth B. Freeman, "Nurses, Patients, and Progress, n Nursing Out-
look, VII (January, 1959), 16. 
3Ibid.' p. l7. 
hFrances L. George and Ruth P. Kuehn, Patterns of Patient Care, 
(New York: The Maciriillan Company, 1955), P• 3. 
3 
The various tasks or activities which fall within this component 
of nursing care--feeding, bathing, toileting, and so forth--are 
those for which 0Dly nursing, of all the professional health dis-
ciplines, is responsible. These are the only activities which are 
not shared in some way with other groups. It is als0· within this 
area that a high percentage of nursing [italics in the original] 
problems occur. The activities involved in ministering ta basic 
human needs provide our opportunity to carry on the other acti vi-
ties involved in nursing practice and increase the effectiveness 
o:f :patient care as a whole. It is interesting but a little dis-
turbing to note that these are the very activities which ~e have 
delegated first to auxiliary members of the nursing team. 
The expression of needs depends a great deal on the relationship 
established between the worker and the patient. If the patient senses a 
real interest in his welfare and an understanding of his problem by the 
nursing assistant, he may be certain to C01lli!lunicate his needs more readi-
ly. Many of our nursing assistants possess this real interest in and 
understanding of the patient, and this interest may be partially attrib-
uted to the fact that their duties and responsibilities are usually well 
de:fined, thus freeing them from many of the pressures and interruptions. 
that plague the professional nurse. These pressures and interruptions 
make it impossible for the professional nurse to have as much time avail-
able as she would like to spend with her patients. Abdellah and Levine 
expressed a similar thought when they said of the nurse, ttgranted, she 
can do much during even such a brief contact with a patient, but it is 
the sustained, unhurried contact with the patient that gives her the 
opportunity to allay his. fears and to provide him with the needed emo-
tional security. 1t6 
5 
Dorothy E~ Johnson, 11A Philosophy of Nursing, rr Nursing Outlook, 
VII (.April, 1L959), JL99.-
6Pa.ye G. Abdellah and Eugene Levine, npolling Patients and Person-
nel, 'What Factors Affect ~atients t_ Op~ions of_ Their Nursing Care?, n Part II, 
Hos.pitals,XXXI (November JL6, JL95~b__Qg~ 
]f nursing is going to continue delegation of responsibility for 
much of the actual patient care, and there seems to be no: doubt about 
the need for this, then our nursing assistants should be prepared through 
effective guidance, and supervision of their connnunication with the pa-
tient. The purpose of the study was to analyze the inter-communication 
taking place between the nursing assistant, the patient and the team leader 
in order to ascertain what guidance and supervision of the nursing assist-
ant is necessary, in order to improve his ability to identify and meet the 
needs of the patient .. , 
S'c().pe and Limitations 
A forty-seven bed medical unit in the Vfest Roxbury Veterans Admini-
strat.ion Ho:sp:lta.JL was selected for this study. The pattern of nursing care 
of the unit was that of team nursing. There were two nursing teams func-
tioning during the day on this unit;: however, only one of these was selec-
ted to be studied intensively, in order to }Provide the observer with an 
opportunity to concentrate on a smaller number of nursing assistants as: 
they conmrunicated with their patients, team leaders, and the charge nurse., 
A total of forty-six hours was spent collecting data, most of which 
was spent observing the nursing assistants. This length of time in itself 
imposed restrictions, because if more time had been available, more per-
tinent data might have been collected~ It was not possible for the ob-
server to be present always on consecutive days. Data were collected 
throughout all activities carried on by the nursing assistant during the 
day. No attempt was made to observe the nursing assistant on evening or 
night duty, because it was felt that data collected in this way would 
clDsely correlate data collected during the day. 
5 
Definition of Terms 
Communication--A two· way process in which both parties are able to 
express themselves either verbally or through the use of gestures, other 
bodily movements, facial expression, or through written media. Communi-
cation involves listening and understanding in order to be effective. 
Need--« ••• a need would be interpreted as a wish, a want, a de-
sire or an aspiration of sufficient intensity to motivate an individual to 
seek and pursue some means of achieving it;. or of sufficient intensity or 
importance that failure to progress toward its achievement would result in 
frustration or deprivation. n7 
Nursing Team--nA nursing service team is a group of professional 
and non-professional nursing service personnel working together in plan-
ning, giving, and evaluating patient-centered nursing care to a group of 
patients. u8 
Nursing Assistant--The title given to the individual in Veterans 
Administration Hospitals who is responsible for a large segment of patient 
care under the direct supervision of the professional nurse. This term 
will be used throughout this study for the sake of clarity, to differen-
tiate this person from the practical nurse and the clerical a~iliary 
worker. 
7
ne1en ~. Anderson, Stella Hay, Eleanor Perdelwitz, and Vesta 
Skeins, nA study of Patient Needs, u (School of Nursing, University of 
Washington, 1957}, p. 5. (Mimeographed.) 
8 
Amelia Leino, UOrganizing the Nursing Team, n American Journal of 
Nursing, LI (November, 1951},. 665. 
6 
Preview of' MethodoJL0gy 
jj'he case method of' collecting and :presenting data was selected for 
use in this study. Since using the case method involves collecting con-
versations as well as tone or expression related to the communication, 
it was felt that this method would lend itself' well to the study of the 
problem. once the data were collected over a :period of time, it was; then 
synthesized into case .form for analysis in light of the problem to be 
studied. 
This study represents a slight change from the usual use of the 
case method, in that instead of collecting data relative to a situation 
where a problem is existent for analysis and solution, this method was 
utilized to determine the character and effectiveness o.f communication in 
the nursing situation. Interviews were not utilized in the collection o£ 
data except as the observer required information relative to the partici-
pants and the situation, and were quite incidental. in nature.,. 
Sequence of Presentation 
Chapter IE--eGntains a review of related literature, and the 
basis for and statement of hypothesis. 
Chapter III--COntains a brief description of' the sample as well as 
a description of the case method as it was applied 
to this study. 
Chapter IV--Contains an introduction to the specific hospital 
situation and five -written cases and the analysis of 
each in light of the problem. 
'-
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CHAPTER IJf 
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK OF THE STUDY 
Review of Literature 
Literature reviewed as background material for the study included, 
changes that have taken place in the riurse 1s role; the introduction of 
auxiliary nursing personnel to the care of the patient and their related 
functions; the expression and identification of patient needs; the use 
of the nursing team as a means of satisfaction of patient needs; and 
skills in communication and the establishment of effective human rela-
tions. 
George and Kuehn gave emphasis to the fact that the role of the 
nurse has become and is continuing to be more complex when they stated 
that, nthe nursing profession and agencies employing nurses face daily--
even hourly--the vexatious djlemma of too few workers to care for too 
many patients. The predicament is compounded of many more or less well~ 
known factors, ])rorntnent among them the rapid growth in demands for has,;.; . 
pital care and hence for nursing services. ul They also stated that, 
ITdemands for nursing service that have outstripped the increase in sup-
ply of :professional nurses t9gether with rising hospital costs point 
clearly to greater utilization in hospitals of non-professional workers, 
among whom the greatest number are nurse aides. 112 
1 
Frances L. George and Ruth P. Kuehn, Patterns of P~tient Care, 
(NeWJ York: The Macmillan Comwany, 1955), p. 1. 
2
Thid.' p. 55. 
8 
.tuthough the use of non-professional mrkers in nursing dates 
back to even before wrorld War II, the increased use of this type of 
worker, in military and civilian hospitals dur~g the war years and after-
ward demonstrated the contributions of such a worker to the care of pa-
tients. Struve and Lindblcrl pointed out that 
During the war, the service rendered by the Red Cross nurse's 
aides demonstrated that there were many activities, heretofore 
carried out by only graduate or student nurses, which could be sat-
isfactorily and safely performed by a group of carefully selected, 
well trained non-professional workers under the direct supervision 
of professional nurses. It also demonstrated the fact that even 
this group of women, with excellent personal and educational quali-
fications, needed planned instruction and supervision.3 
According to data studied by the .A.TUerican Nurses 1 Association, 11the ratio 
of general duty nurses to the average daily census of patients was one to 
nine in 19.56. .Am~ng the allied personnel, the nursing aides and atten-
dants maintained a rati~ better than that of the professional general 
duty nur~es. In 19.56 there was one nursing aide for every four patients, 
one attendant for every seven patients, ..... and one orderly for every 
seventeen patients. Ratios were computed on the basis of those hospitals 
which reported each type of personnel. u4 
.Analysis of data compiled by George and Kuehn from twenty-four non-
governmental hospitals in relation to activities performed by the nursing 
aide group indicated that there was little general agreement concerning 
~dred S'truve and Anne Hahn Lindblad,, "'Fhe Nursing Team in the 
Hospital,u American Journal of Nursing, XLIX (January, 1949 ), .5. 
4American Nurses t Association, F'acts; About Nursing, 19.58 Edition 
(New York: American Nurses' Association, 19.58), p. 1.63. 
vmich activities should be assigned to them.5 They also stated, tt' .... 
there is a great deal of confusion and disagreement concerning the kind 
and amount _of training this worker needs, ...... n. 6 
~e National League of Nursing Education pointed out that there are 
three elements involved in the satisfactory performance of the nursing 
aide: the way in which the aide functions, the duties delegated to the 
aide, and the selection of patients to whom the aide mqr give care~7 
Struve and Lindblad added a fourth element--an organized teaching wro-
gram providing continued supervision of the nursing aide and orientation 
o£ professional nurses to the teaching program., 8 They found that the 
success of the nursing aide program on any ward was dependent upon the 
approval and acceptance of the program by all professional nurses, staff 
nurses, head nurses, and supervisors as well~9 &wever, Argyris found 
in a study 0lf human relations in a nursing division of a large hospital 
that the nurses did not feel their role was threatened by the non-
professional worker because the nurse 1s job required particular pro-
£essional training, but that they did feel stress from the supervise~ 
5 
G'eorge and Kuehn, ~ .. cit .. ,. p·. 64 ... 
6 
and Kuebn, cit., 166. George op. p . 
7 11Griteria for the Assignment of the Nursing Aide, II .American. 
Journal of Nursing, XLIX (May, l949), 311 .. 
8, 
Struve and Lindblad, ~· cit., p .. 6. 
9
'struve and Lindblad, cit., p. 9. 
11 
responsibilities associated with the utilization of non-professional 
personne1. 10 
McManus suw0rted this idea when she stated, 11the inclusion of 
responsibility for suwervision of auxiliary personnel has only recently 
become a recognized reSJ!Ionsibility inherent in the practice of profes-
sional nursing. Many nurses are still not competent in these functions, 
for preparation for them was not included among the objectives of the 
training program from which the majority of practicing nurses graduated.~ 
Lyle Saunders states it this way, "what seems to be emerging rather clearl 
ly from the changes that have occurred and are continuing is the increased 
managerial or administrative aspect of that role.nl2 He further sug-
gests that, "they could recognize that the supervision of care of the 
patient is a job that is fully as important and immeasurably more demand-
ing than the actual giving of that care, and that they could develop some 
new images of themselves that are more realistic than the ones some of 
them have had in the ]past. n13 It is the belief of Lee that, rtpatient 
care in a hospital which employs n0nprofessional personnel can be im-
proved and insured when every professional nurse in that hospital is a 
10 
r!Why G0·od Nurses Make Bad Bosses, 11 The Modern Hospital, 
LXXXVII (September, 1956), 80r 
11R. Louise McManus, ttNurses Want a Chance to Be Professional, 11 
The Modern Hospital, XGL (October, 1958), 90. 
12Lyle Saunders, lf'Phe Changing Role of Nurses, n American Journal 
of Nursing, LIV (September, 1954), 1097. 
13 
Ibid., p. 1097-1098. 
12 
teacher and supervisor, and is w.Llling to ta:I;ce part in training the non-
professional workers.:., n14 
It is acknowledged by some authorities that the nursing team is 
a means of assuring good nursing care. Bredenberg in the results of a 
study stated, '1it has been demonstrated and established that properly 
functioning nursing service teams increase the quality and the quantity 
of nursing service and that they are dependent in no small degree upon 
continuous and adequate supervision by the supervisor and/or the head 
nurse, and a proper underst~~ding of functions and responsibilities by 
all members of the teams.ul5 Lambertsen indicated a particular contri-
buti0n of the nursing team when she stated, 11the increasing ratio of non-
professional to professional nursing service personnel in the,. average 
patient unit has tended to dilute the services provided. A review of the· 
types of personnel involved, and of their wide range of preparation, is 
necessary for an understanding of the problems inherent in providing in-
dividualized patient care. The team method is a safeguard in the assign-
ment and supervision of personnel. nl6 
Ih order for her to guide the nursing assis~ant and to recognize 
his contribution to patient care it is necessary for the nurse to know the 
patients assigned to the team. As Lambertsen stated, 11in differentiating 
]h.Anne Natalie Lee, 11The Training of Nonprofessional Personnel," 
Nursing Outlook, VI (April, 1958), 222. 
l5Viola Constance Bredenberg, Nursing Service Research, Experi-
mental Studies Done with the Nursing Service Team (l'hiladelphia: J. B. 
Lippincott Co., l9Sl[,p., (2. --
16Eleanor c. Lambertsen, Nursing Team Organization and Functioning 
(New Yerk: Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University, 
1953), p. 15-16~ 
13 
between and delegating the vari.ous aspects of nursing care, it is import-
ant for the team leader to assure the personal. c0Iltact of herself and 
other professional nurses with the pat.ient .. nl7 She also added, rtshe 
[the professional nurse] must have close personal contact with patients. 
if she is to identify their nursing needs and evaluate their nursing 
care. ul8 However,. Lambertsen made an interesting p0!int when she said, 
nthe assimilation and final evaluation are the responsibility of the 
professional nurse, but the very presence of others in the patient en-
vironment at a time when the professional nurse is not available indi-
cates the desirability of encouraging and directing their observations. rrl9 
Further, it is the opinion of Lockerby that, nthe patient directly or in-
directly co:mmunicates his problems to those who utilize and adapt the 
hospital 1 s resources to his individual requirements. rr20 
Bredenberg summarized the professional nurse's responsibility for 
the nursing assistant as responsibility for the quantity and quality o~ 
the work he does through effective guidance, supervision, and assistance 
as indicated_. 2l She believes, rr$ ... the nurse heading the team is res;pon-
sible for giving the nurse assistants such information as will contribute 
to better understanding and improved patient care.n22 
JL7 ]bid.' p. 27. 
lBibid. 
Jt..9Ib·d 4 
_1_.' p. 7. 
20FJ..orence Lockerby, G'o:mmunication for Nurses; (St •. Louis: c. V,. 
Mosby Co., 19.58), p. ll.7. 
21. 
cit., 7. Bredenberg, op. p. 
22 
Bredenberg, op. cit., p. 7. 
Rasis o£ EYPothesis 
'llli.e assumptionsin this study are t~at the nursing assistant in his 
contact with the patient~ comes face to face with patient needs of an 
expressed or unexpressed nature in both the physical and emotional areas. 
In order to more adequately satisfy the needs of the patients, there is a 
need to prepare the nursing assistant more adequately for his role in this 
matter. 
Statement of Hypothesis 
That there are significant patient needs, that remain either un-
recognized or unattended, because the nursing assistant does not recog-
nize the importance of these needs or does not communicate them to the 
nursing team leader. 
CHAPTER IJm 
METHODOLOGY 
Selecti<m and Deacripti<m of Sample 
The West Roxbury Veterans Administration Hospital. participated 
:i!n the study. One unit,. a forty-seven bed medical unit was selected be-
cause the team plan of nursing functioned effectively on this unit. The 
unit provided care for patients with cardiac and vascular diseases, di-
seases of metabolism and diseases of the gastrointestinal tract, as well 
as for those patients with malignancies •. 
The unit was staffed by professional nurses and nursing assist-
ants. The nursing assistant carried out most of the actual patient care 
with the assistance and the supervision of t~e professional nurse. One 
of the tvT0' teams that function daily on the unit was studied. This team. 
was; responsible for twenty-seven patients, all of whom were in four-bed 
units with the exception of three single-bed units used primarily for the 
acutely ill patients. The daily staffing for this team consisted of 
either two or three nursing assistants and one team leader. The team 
plan was well accepted and utilized by the personnel on the unitr 
All of the members of the professional staff on the unit expressed 
a great deal of confidence and pride in the nursing assistants assigned 
to them. They demonstrated a good understanding of the abilities of the 
assistants and their potential contribution to the team ... 
1.5 
16 
'][():oils Used to, C0illect Data 
':fue case method was used for collecting and analyzing the data. 
Before proceeding with the collection of data, the investigator explained 
her presence to all members o.f the team, and related the purpose of her 
study and the method that she would use to collect the data. Eqllana-
tion was made that it would be necessar-.r to take notes during the collec-
tion of data, and emphasis was placed on the .fact that names would be dis-
guised. The observer was aware that her presence in the situation might 
alter communication, however she also realized that an attitude of accept-
ance of whatever occurred would do much to further acceptance of her by 
the staff. Throughout the tme spent collecting data, the staff exhibited 
cooperation and real interest in the project~ Consequently, it was the 
impression of the observer· that her presence produced a very minimal effect, 
i.f any, on the communication of the participants. 
A total of forty-s:ix hours was spent observing the team.. This 
included all comrrrunication that the investigator was able to observe be-
tween the charge nurse and the nursing assistant; the team leader and the 
nursing assistant and the patient and the nursing assistant. The communi-
cation took place during the morning conference in which patient assign-
ments were given, during patient care, during team conference and at other 
incidental times throughout the day. An attempt was made to be 'present 
on consecutive days so that the data would be more meaningful, but this 
was not always :possible.: 
At first all conmmnication that m curred at any of these times was 
recorded, but it soon became aw:parent that if the observer concentrated 
J.7 
on specific nursing assistants and patients, this would be a more pro-
ductive method of data collection and would make for m0re congruency. 
Because it was difficult at times to watch entire situations without be-
comlll.g too> obvious as an observer, it was helpful to., take a very passive 
part in patient care, for example, assisting with bed making and holding 
patients. At all times, especially in this situation, the investigator 
tried to refrain from becoming a part of the communication. Interviews; 
were also included, but they were not designed and were incidental in na-
ture. The interviews helped to clarify events and provided much of the 
background material. 
Notes were not taken during communication except at team con-
ference. Tn order to insure accuracy of recall, data were recorded as 
soon as possible after the observations.. An effort was made to make 
these notes an accurate r~cord of what took place. Even during team 
conference, when notes were made directly, communication proceeded at 
such a rapid pace that some ei' it may not have been included. Stress -was 
placed on getting the total environment in which the communication took 
place, including emotions, tones, and expressions. Objectivity was a 
primary consideration, in order that the investigator would not inject 
her own perception or thoughts related to what was being observed. 
Five cases were written from the data collected. Each of the 
first four cases was constructed about the communicati0n related to a 
patient. The fifth case represented the communication involved in the 
activities carried out by the team during one particular day. 
CHAPTER JIV/ 
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS; OF CASES' 
'The Nursing Assistant and His· Qlas:sd.f':ication 
'li'his study was done at the We:st Roxbury Veterans Administration 
Hospital, which had a ca::pacity of 304 beds. One medical unit, which 
utilized the team method for carrying out nursing care was chosen for 
the study. Graduate professional nurses and nursing assistants com-
prised the staff on this unit. 
The nursing assistant in this hospital received sixty-five hours 
of classroom teaching in basic nursing techniques, and an additional 
sixty-five hours of supervised experience on the unit to which he was 
assigned. The nursing assistant received actual experience on the unit 
in conjunction with his classes. The Assistant Chief, Nursing Education 
was largely responsible for the formal classes; however supervisors, 
head nurses and team leaders; were utilized whenever possible. This was 
done for several reasons; it provided these people with valuable teaching 
experience and also helped them to become acquainted with the nursing 
assistant and his program .. 
The team leader on the specific unit taught basic classes re-
lated to ward orientation; for example, equipment, assignments, bed mak-
ing and related adaptations on that unit, and serving diets. The super-
visor on the unit taught other areas, particularly specific techniques 
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frequently used on her service; :for example bladder and bowel training 
on the SJPinal Cord Tnjury Service. Other department heads such as the 
Central S'uJPply Sb.J!lervisor taught classes on the use of equi]llllent for 
which they were responsible such as oxygen, suction and the respirator. 
As soon as possible after the nursing assistant had received instruction 
in a particular area, supervised experience was planned for him in the unit 
situation. 
After the nursing assistant had completed his basic training he 
had to ~omplete another three months of satisfactory supervised experience 
before he was eligible for a Training Certificate. When he began his pro-
gram, he was rated as GS-621-2. After the nursing assistant received his 
Training Certificate and approximately one year after he began his duties 
at the hospital in the usual case, his rating was advanced to GS-621-3, 
provided his work had been satisfactory. The rating of GS-621~4, open to 
a limited number of nursing assistants, was the highest rating that they 
could attain, and was achieved after advanced training or its equivalent, 
through ward conferences and individual instruction. 
Ih addition to time spent in actual care for the patient, either 
in relation to nursing care or carrying out certain treatment, the nurs:-
ing assistant had additional responsibilities. It was expected that he 
be present whenever possible for the report given by th~ night nurse~ 
After this report, the team leader planned the assignment for the day and 
briefly reviewed each nursing assistant's assignment before he began. As 
a part of the assignment, each assistant was given certain Grou]Y Duties. 
These duties were related to his patient assignment as well as to unit 
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order, cleanliness and upkeep. The latter was usually done as the nursing 
assistant had time available, particularly in the afternoon. It was the 
usual procedure :for the nursing assistants to work together to complete 
their Group Duty Assignments. 
Early in the afternoon, as soon as possible after ~unch, team 
conference was held. Team conference was composed of members of both 
nursing teams on the unit. 'This included both team leaders, all nursing 
assistants, and the charge nurse for the day, who was either the head 
nurse or the assistant head nurse. This was the time when the nursing 
assistant reported back to his team leader regarding the patients: assign-
ed to him. Team conference was also the time when the team leader or 
charge nurse had an excellent opportunity to do some teaching. Planning 
patient care was a major part of these conferences¥ 
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Description of Staff 
Miss Harr:ii.s:--Head Nurse 
Miss Harris graduated from a three-year program and had worked as a 
head nurse since 193~ in the Army, for the Veterans Administration and in 
a private hospital. Prior to this., her experience had included that of 
office nurse and private duty nursing.. She had accumulated twenty credits 
toward a B. s. degree. 
Miss Arnold--Assistant Head Nurse and Team Leader 
Miss; Arnold graduated from a three-year school in 1944. She had 
earned eighteen credits toward a B. s. degree. She had been employed at 
this hospital for the past eight years, and was a staff nurse until she 
assumed her role as assistant head. nurse in September, 1958. 
Miss Baker-Team Leader and Staff Nurse 
Miss .Baker was emp]._0yed in January, 1959. She had graduated from 
a three-year program in 1955 and had had no advanced courses. Her pre-
vious experience had been as a staff nurse and as an office nurse. 
Miss Lynch-Team Leader and Staff Nlirse 
Miss Lynch graduated from a three-year program in 1934 and had 
had no advanced courses with the exception of a post-graduate course in 
obstetrics. She had experience in obstetrics and in the service prior 
to her emp1oyment by the Veterans Administration in 1946. 
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:.Mr. Davis--Nursing Assistant 
Mr. Davis had been employed at this hospital since January, 1955. 
He had been assigned f'or the ]last three years to the unit studied. Mr .. Davis 
had ten years of' schooling and had served f'or eight years in the Air Force 
as; a carpenter. Tn November, 1958 he was given the rating of GS-621-4. 
His evaluations described him as being quiet, and his :performance _as satis-
factory. Mr. Davis went about his work in an efficient manner; his work 
exem]llif'ied orderliness. He was keen and alert., 
Mr. Edwards--Nursing Assistant 
Mr. Edwards began work at this hospital in May, 1956. Prior to 
working at the hospital, he had experience as a seaman in the Na:vy and as 
a taxicab driver. He had COilJ.Fleted high school in South Carolina. Vari-
ous evaluations done since he began to work at the hospital had classi-
fied his work as mostly average; however, several checks on the evaluation 
form were in the excellent group., He was described as an alert willing 
worker. At the time of' the study, Mr., Edwards was spending one of his 
days of'f each week in the Jl-ray department learning the functions of the 
x-ray technician, a job to which he will be transferred in the near fu-
ture. This is recognized as a promotion for the nursing assistant. His 
current classification is GS~621-3. Mr. Edwards was a very pleasant work-
er who frequently went about his work humming and singing to· himself .. 
Nr. Foley--Nursing Assistant 
Mr. Foley had been at this hospital since June, 1958. He had had 
no previous hospital experience. Mr. Foley had served for four years in 
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the Air Force. He had a B.A .. in history and philosophy from a North Caro-
) 
lina college and· was currently working on an M. A. at Boston University. 
He was still classified as GS-621-2. His evaluations had described his 
work as being mostly average. Mr. Foley was an apparently intelligent 
individual who completed his work well.., He was observant, and communicated 
easily. 
Mr. Oollins.--Nursing Assistant 
Mr. Collins had been working at the West Roxbury Veterans Admini-
strati0n Hospital since November, 1957, and had been on the unit studied 
since that time. He ~omple_ted three years of high school in North Caro-
lina. Mr. Collins had no previous hoSJP'i tal experience;: he had done ship-
ping work for five years and had spent some time in the service. Mr. 
Collins had attained the rating of GS-621-3. His evaluations classified 
his work as mcs tly in the excellent category. Mr. Collins worked slowly, 
though efficiently. He had a very accepting manner, and though he did 
not communicate verbally a great deal, his mannerisms. and expression com-
municated a great deal. 
Mr. ~tin--Nursing Assistant 
Mr. Martin was a 23-year-old nursing assistant. He had been em-
played by the Veterans Administration since November 1957. He had com-
plated eleven years of school in Tennessee and had had experience in a 
grocery store and in the Army Artillery.. Mr. Martin ts evaluations; class.i-
fied his work as equally distributed between the average and excellent 
categories. Mr. Martin was a quiet individual who completed his work 
well. 
Mr. .Ar-.mstrong • 
Miss: Arnold 
Miss Baker 
Mr. 0ollins; 
Mr. Davis; 
Mr.. Edwards 
Mr. Eoley 
• 
• 
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Case ~--Mr. Armstrong 
cast 
• . 
• • 
• 
Patient 
• Team Leader 
Team Leader 
• • Nursing Assistant 
Nursing Assistant 
• • Nursing Assistant 
Nursing Assistant 
Q:ase Ji"--Mr. Armstrong 
--- --
Mr. Armstrong, a 69 year old white male, was admitted with the diag-
nosis of cancer of the coJLon and :paraplegia. This patient had been hos-
pitalized s:everal times in the past few years: for surgery related to the 
malignancy. The parp.plegia resulted from the malignancy. However, this 
patient seemed comp~etely unaware of his real problem, which was at this 
point in the terminal stages. Mr. .Armstrong was an intelligent ~man and a 
lawyer by profession. Despite the difficulties presented by his illness, 
the patient was quiet spoken, never demanding, and always grateful for 
any care or attention given him. 
When Miss Arnold, the team leader had concluded planning the as:-
signment for the day, she posted one copy on the bulletin board and then 
gave each assistant a copy of his assignment. She briefly reviewed with 
each ass.istant his :patients for the day, in terms of activity, care, 
speciaJL procedures, or any other information that was felt essential tcr 
the care of the patient. 
MisSJ .Arnold: ttMr. Collins, this morning one of the patients assigned 
to you is Mr • .Armstrong. Mr • .Armstrong is a new :patient 
who is a paraplegic. The ]Rraplegia is due to the fact 
that he has cancer of the colon. He needs a lot of good 
nursing care. He has a bedsore on his right hip about 
this size. (The team leader indicated an area about the 
size of a silver dollar with her fingers.) It is black 
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arrd·~. ugly. He is to be turned religiously every twO' 
hours. Be nice when you are turning him because he is 
apt to be uncom:fortable. You may place a rubber ring 
under the right hip when turning him on that side. His 
back and left side are clear, so you can use them. He 
can have his feet on a footboard. Check his bowels 
carefully, he may need enemas. Force fluids to' 3000 c. c., 
but he is to have no fruit juices.» 
Mr. Collins nodded as if he understood and looked down at the 
written assignment in his hand which read: "Mr. Armstrong--bed bath 
and turn every two hours. eushion to his right side. Force fluids, but 
no fruit juices.n 
Very soon after he had received the report on his patients Mr. 
Collins went in to begin .Mr. .Armstrong 's morning care. ::Mr. Armstrong 
was suffering from almost continual diarrhea in addition to his·other 
problems. Before he could even begin Mr • .Armstrong's care :Mr. Collins 
had to take care of this situation several. times. (During this process 
Mr .. Collins seemed to maintain a very pleasant, accepting attitude.) 
It was during this; time that the observer entered the unit .. 
Mr. Collins: (to observer) tt:f just had two days off. n 
¥Jr .. Armstrong: ''Look what- you had to come back to. 11 Mr. Collins smiled 
and said nothing, but the patient could not see him. ¥1r. Collins pro-
ceeded with his task. 
Mr. .Armstrong: "0nce more} rr (Mr. Collins seemed to accept this well, this 
time it was only a minor task. ) 
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Mr. Collins: (as he finished adjusting the bed,) tfWhich side would you 
like to be on? You can go on your right side. u 
Mr.. .Ar:m.strong: 
Y.lr. Collins : 
Mr.. Armstrong! 
Mr. Collins: 
ttNo, I can •t, that t s where the sore is. 11 
rti can put a ring in there for you. n 
nr•m used to getting up in an armchair for five to six 
hours a day$ 0an•t I sit on the edge of the bed?" 
ftTJ;ley want you to stay in bed. tt 
Mr. Armstrong seemed to accept this and when his care was com-
pleted he said gratefully, trThank you folks. n 
Mr. Collins: n'Youtre welcome. n (This was said with real feeling .. ) 
Following this Mr. Collins attempted to complete the rest of his 
assigmnent amid frequent returns to Mr. Armstrong 1s; bedside .. 
:rn the afternoon, the team leader, l'1...iss; Arnold decided to assist 
Mr. Collins with }1r. Armstrong's afternoon care., She began by doing the 
dressing to the decubitus ulcer, as the patient lay on his side. Mr. 
Armstrong was very lethargic this afternoon, almost unaware of what was 
going on about him. Miss Arnold explained to the patient that the medi-
cation she was about to apply was likely to burn. Mr. Armstrong appar-
ently did not hear and she completed the dressing. 
Miss; Arnold: mwhile we are here, we might put a little ojntment on his 
.feet.n 
Mr. Collins nodded and proceeded to assist her.. At this point 
Mr .. Foley, another nursing assistant entered the unit to help. It was' 
decided that more equipment would be needed to complete the patient's 
care, and both nursing assistants left to secure this. Once they had 
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returned, they proceeded to turn the patient. 
Mr. Foley: t'No:· drawsheet! n 
Miss; Arnold: (appeared surprised) Noticing the sheet covering the length 
of the bed over the rubber drawsheet she said, 1'You know, Pd like to 
know why there isntt any drawsheet. Itts just that I 
think it is easier, since we may have to change the bed 
many times if we put it on a little shorter than you 
have it, and notcover· the whole length of the bed. n 
Mr. Collins nodded.. 
Miss; .Arnold: (to Mr. Armstrong) t!I just don 1t know what were going to· 
do. I guess we'll have to put a little bucket under 
you." (This was said in apparent attempt to calm the 
patient.) Miss Arnold then proceeded to adjust the bed linen as she 
desired, and placed a rubber ring on it to the right side of the bed.. 
Miss Arnold: (to the two nursing assistants) 11His butt should just 
about land there now. tt. (Pointed to the rubber ring.) 
Miss Arnold:: 11Now, Mr. Armstrong, we need your help. n 
The patient lifted his trunk and upper extremities with the aid 
of the trapeze'; the assistants lifted the lower extremities and buttocks: 
onto, the ring. Once the bed was completed, all lifted to place the pa-
tient in the middle of the bed. 
M:i.ss- Arnold: (to Mr.,· .Armstrong) nperhaps you could lie on your back 
for awhile.n 
.Mr. Armstrong replied that this would be difficult for him because 
of leg spasm. Miss Arnold then instructed the assistants to get sandbags 
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to hold his feet. in place, and with Mr. Collins, placed a sheet length-
~"'ise across the patient r s knees to keep his legs in place and to :mini-
mize spasm. She explained this to the nursing assistants as she pro-
ceeded .. 
Once during the process of being turned, Mr. Armstrong made a 
connnent concerning his present state of dependencer ho~ver, no one 
present seemed to indicate that they had heard him. 
Later that afternoon, as the observer was at the nurses 1 station, 
Miss Baker, team leader for the other team mentioned that Mr. Collins had 
stated the night before, after Mr. Armstrong had been admitted,that he 
didn 1t want to force fluids to 3000 c.c. because he felt this gave Mr. 
Armstrong diarrhea. 
The foll-owing day, }f..r. Davis was assigned to Mr .. Armstrong. It, 
had been decided the day previously that Mr. Collins would not be assigned 
again to Mr. Armstrong, at least not for a few days, because of the pa-
tient's many needs. It had been very difficult for Mr. Collins to com-
plete the rest of his assignment. According to procedure, Miss Baker, 
the team leader discussed Mr. Davis• assignment with him ... 
.Miss; Baker: trTurn Mr. Armstrong on his back and left side. Observe him 
for diarrhea. Offer him the urinal because you may catch 
him. His wife said that she used to give him the bedpan 
after each meal; you can try that. Be sure you keep his 
legs straight when you turn him. n 
The written assignment Mr. Davis had stated! 11Mr. Armstrong-bed 
bath, turn every two hours, keep off right hip. 11 
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:Mr. Davis was just beginning to bathe the patient when the ob-
server entered the unit. 
alert and more talkative .. 
for his bath. 
Mr. Armstrong was much brighter today, more 
Mr.. Davis continued to; prepare the patient 
Mr. Davis: ttMay I have your watch?n He then attempted to take the 
patient 1s glasses off., Mr. Armstrong assisted him with this. 
Mr ... Davis: "Is this a pullover?" (referring to the pajama top.) 
He proceeded to remove this with the patient •s assistance,. following 
which he remd:Ved a medal from around the patient t s neck. The JPa.tient 
also ·had a band around his -wrist to which several medals were attached. 
Mr. Davis attempted to remove this •. 
Mr .. Armstrong: tt.Are you going to take that off?1t 
Mr. Davis:: nyes, while I bathe you, it would be different if it were 
metal. 11 (This was a band of heavy string to which several 
medals were attached. ry The patient quietly allowed Mr. Davis to com-
plete the task. 
There was some ccnversation as Mr. Davis proceeded with the bath. 
The patient asked the observer how long she would be around, and the ob-
server explained. The patient then said that he too w~s a graduate· of a 
local university, having graduated from Law School in 1913. He further 
said that he had been active in law until 1940 when he joined the Treasury 
Department, and that he had been with the 'l!reasury Department until the 
time of his illness. 
Mr. Armstrong:: (to: observer} 111 have arthritis and there is something 
as a result pressing on a nerve causing the paralysis •. 
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All of a sudden, I couldn't move my legs any longer. n 
(Mr. Armstrong seems truly unaware of his diagnosis of cancer. ) Mr. Da-
vis continued to bathe the patient; appeared to be listening, but made 
no comment. 
Mr., .Armstrong: llt)h! I think I 1m going in the bed again. n 
:Mr. Davis :, ttDon 1 t worry about it, we'll take care of that a little 
later. n (Iinplying that as he finished the bath, this 
would be cared for. ) 
Mr. Armstrong:: nr don•t think it is too' serious anyway. 11 
Miss: Baker, the team leader, entered the unit. 
Miss; Baker: "Mr. Armstrong, have you had any diarrhea?n 
Mr. Armstrong:: rryes. n 
Mr. Davis: "Quite a bit.n 
,Miss: Baker: nWell, I can get you something for it. Mr. Davis, let me 
know, each time because he can have something. n 
Mr. Armstrong: «Is that paregoric?"' 
Miss Baker: ttNo, I don 1t think so. I 1ll check the orders, but I 
think it is plain Kaopectate. n The team leader left the 
unit then. 
A short time later, Mr. Davis was overheard telling the team lead-
er that Mr. Armstrong's dressing was in need of a change because it had 
become soiled. 
During team conference that afternoon, Mr. Davis reported: t'Mr. 
Armstrong is in the same condition. He has had the routine bowel move-
ments. He had a complete bed bath and after that he felt relaxed and slept.'' 
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The team leader offered no comment. 
Mr. .Armstrong was: assigned to Mr. Davis again three days later. 
'Fhe team leader gave him his written assignment which read: 11Mr. Arm-
strong--bed bath, wheelchair, pad well with ABD 1s and pillows in the 
bed.rr 
Miss Arnold:: 
Mr. Davis: 
Miss Arnold: 
11Mr. Armstrong may have a bed bath. Yesterday the boys 
took him into the bathroom on the commode after his 
meals and this proved more successcful.. Be sure his 
wheelchair is well padded. n 
lfWould it be better to shower him?" 
11No, he should have a bed bath. n 
Mr. Davis proceeded with the patient 1s care in the usual fash-
ion. At the team conference he reported on Mr. Armstrong as follows: 
Mr. Davis: 
Miss Arnold: 
Mr. Davis: 
"'He had a slight bowel movement this morning. He had 
no trouble after each meal. He gave off a bit of 
blood.by rectum this morning. ~as that noticed be-
fore?n 
11How did he get that area?n 
Miss Arnold explained the occurrence of the decubitus ulcer. 
Miss Arnold: 11I•m ~ndering about those two areas of ecchymosis 
he has. (described their location) Do you think he 
gets them from getting into the chair?tt 
Mr. Davis: ttTwo of us usually lift him in. tr 
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Mr. Edwards: (another nursing assistant present at team conference.) 
"His legs jump out. n 
Miss Arnold: trif you use sandbags next to his: feet to keep them in 
line and place a sheet across his knees, he won •t have 
as much spasm. When you put him on his left si.de, put 
him on the ring. It is his good side, but it will break 
down easily. I thought he was more alert and brighter 
today.n 
Mr. Edwards: nno you think we should get the sectional mattress be-
fore he breaks down?" 
Miss Arnold: llJI don 1t like the sectional mattress. Sbmet:imes it folds; 
in and creates more pressure. It is best to use the mat-
tress; he has and the ring, until we really need the 
sectional mattress. n 
The next day, ¥1r .. Edwards himself was assigned to the patient. 
Bis report in· team con:ference was as fallows: ltMr. Armstrong had a 
shower and asked for a dia]l:er or something to use while going to the 
Operating ROom. (Mr. Armstrong was going to have a liver biopsy.) I 
·looked for the area where he was shaved and told him it would interfere .. 
He had a bowel movement before he went anyway.u No comment was made by 
the team leader and Mr. Edwards continued to report on the rest of his 
patients. 
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.Analysis Case _!--Mr. .Armstrong 
Ih Case I the team. leader, Miss Arnold, did a rather complete 
job of informing Mr. Collins about his patient ¥.1r. Armstrong. The ter-
minology she used was within his scope of understanding. Most of what 
she said was definitely related to the patient 1s physical needs, but she 
did indicate that Mr. Collins needed to show some :understanding of the 
patient when she said, 11Be nice when yop. are turning him because he is 
apt to be uncomforifiable. n 
Once in the actual situation with the patient, Mr. Collins was 
confronted with a trying nursing care problem. Faced with a rather 
heavy assignment in addition to the care of }fr. Armstrong, he had to 
several times take care of the difficulties presented by the patient 
having frequent diarrhea before he could even begin his assignment. Mr. 
Collins accepted this well and displayed no visible sign of annoyance .. 
The patient was probably looking for reassurance when he indicated that. 
he realized that the task was unpleasant and annoying, and perhaps that 
he was even embarrassed when he said, nLook what you had to come back 
to. 11 Even though Mr. Collins 1 attitude at the time was very accepting, 
he did not verbally communicate this to the patient. Mr. Collins demon-
strated a good understanding of the directions the team. leader had given 
and communicated these to the patient, in a brief, but pleasant fashion 
as he placed Mr. Armstrong in position at the conclusion of his morning 
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care. A further explanation related to why he had to stay in bed would 
probably have satisfied Mr. Armstrong more completely. Mr. Armstrong was 
very ill, but such a superficial explanation, though accepted, was prob-
ably not adequate. 
YJ:iss Arnold • s explanation to the patient about the application 
of medication that would cause discomfort, though apparently not heard 
by the patient, was good teaching for Mr. COllins. Stimilarly, Miss Arnold 
took advantage of a learning situation when she suggested that she and Mr. 
Collins give the patient foot care. In the process of turning the pa-
tient, when it was noted that the patient had no drawsheet under him, it 
would have been better not to comment about wanting to know why there was 
no; drawsheet, but to proceed and demonstrate as she did, what she felt 
was a better way of making the bed. 
Miss Arnold's comment to Mr. Armstrong about putting a bucket un-
der him, though done in an obvious attempt to make him feel better, was 
not a good choice. Again, Mr. Armstrong, an intelligent man, was more 
than likely embarrassed about the situation and the comment made prob-
ably heightened this. Tbo, it was not a good comment to make in the pres-
ence of the nursing assistants. Terminology of this nature should be 
avoided in contact with the patients. Regardless of the individual level 
of intelligence, most patients might inwardly have a great deal of feel-
ing about such a comment. 
As the bedding was being adjusted and Miss Arnold indicated to the 
nursing assistants that the patient 1 s ~~utt should just about land there 
now, n Miss Arnold was guilty of a connnon error. She seemed unaware that 
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the patient might overhear her, and her direction in terms of the patient 
was also quite impersonal. This is an example of the type of unprofession-
al language that nurses have a tendency to adopt and use in the care of 
the patient, and does not create a situation in which the nursing assist-
ant can learn to individualize and personalize his nursing care. 
As the patient's care progressed, the communcation between Miss 
Arnold and the nursing assistants was good because it, along with her 
demonstration provided a learning experience for the nursing assistants 
in relation to controlling the leg spasm Mr. Armstrong suffered when he 
was placed on his back. It was nnfortunate that no one apparently heard 
or took advantage of Mr. Armstrong 1 s statement concerning his level of 
dependence. This would have provided an excellent opportunity to re-
assure him and to relieve some of his an."'Ciety. This too is a common 
error; sometimes we become so involved in what we are doing and in the 
mechanics of procedures that we overlook the fact that the patient is 
involved also. If the patientls comment had been heard and if the situ-
ation had been managed correctly, the nursing assistants would have 
. 
been exposed to a good learning experience in terms: of communication re-
·lated t~ expressed anxiety. 
Miss Baker, team leader the following day, reviewed Mr. Armstrong rs 
physical needs rather adequately, but her report was devoid of any emo-
tional needs that were present or might occur. When ~. Davis began the 
patient r s care, Mr., Armstrong seemed to have some feeling concerning the 
removal of the medals from aroUn.d his wrist. Though Mr. Davis r reason 
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for removing the band was a good one, it seemed apparent that the patient 
would rather that this not be done. It would have been a small con-
cession on Mr. Davis t part and certainly would n0t have interfered to any 
great extent with the bath procedure. During the remainder of the bath, 
¥tr ... Davis proceeded with the care as the patient related his difficulties 
to the observer. A.t this time Mr. Davis indicated interest, but said 
nothing. The team leader's direction to Mr. Davis concerning the re-
porting of episodes of diarrhea was clear and adequate. Mr. Davis also 
communicated the need for a dressing change promwtly to the team leader. 
During the team conference, the second day Mr.. Davis was assigned 
to Mr. Armstrong, Mr. Davis reported that the patient had :passed blood by 
rectum. Though this was probably not unusual with the disease process, 
Mr. Davis questioned whether or not it had wreviously been reported .. 
It might be that the team leader could have done some interpretation 
here. Miss Arnold 1s next comments concerning the ulcers and the manage-
ment of the leg spasm were good and provided information for the nursing 
assistants. However, ~x. Edwards raised a good question concerning the 
possible use of the sectional mattress, which the team leader promptly 
turned down because of a personal dislike for the mattress.. At any rate 
:Mr. Edwards~ contribution was hardly recognized and it may be that be-
cause of the way the team leader managed this matter that Mr. E:lwards 
might hesitate before offering another suggestimn related to this or any 
other patient ts care. 
Mr. Edwards demonstrated good judgment in relation to the applica-
tion of a diaper when he checked first for the site that had been pre-
pared for QJ?eration. He also showed interest and understanding of what 
? 
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t!:ase I"I--Mr. Brady 
Mr. Brady, a 53 year old white male was admitted with the diag-
nosis o.f acute myocardial infarction or with a possibility of an aneurysm. 
Mr.. Brady had apparently always been a very independent and industrious 
individual. He was a pleasant, agreeable patient, but had had some 
difficulty adjusting to the precautions taken to assure him of suffi-
cient rest. His condition at the time of the study was considered to 
be serious. 
Mr. Brady, a new patient, was admitted as the nursing assistants 
were engaged in their morning assignments. Mr. Foley, one o.f the nurs-
ing assistants who had been assigned that day to the four-bed unit into 
which the patient was admitted, was told about the patient during team 
conference that day. He had just completed discussing the rest of his 
patients. 
Mr. Foley:. nMr. Brady is a new patient this morning. I don't knoW' 
too much else about him. 11 
Miss Arnold: 'TThere is nothing much new on your patients with the ex-
ceptiqn o.f Mr. Brady. He is a new myocardial infarction. 
He is very young.. This is his first attack; his con-
dition is .fair and he is on t~e seriously ill list. He 
is on bed rest ~th the cardiac chair and bedside com-
mode. He is to have help when he uses them. He is to 
have elastic stockings and a .footboard. "When you do any-
thing for him, do it with the greatest o.f ease.rr 
:Mr .. Fhley: 11][ gave him instruction this afternoon about sitting up. 
He was: about to strain, so I warned him against it.tt 
Sometime later, as the team conference was near conclusio~, 
there was some discussion concerning rectal temperatures. Miss Harris: 
took this opportunity to stress a pofut. 
YJiss Harris: 11You know about rectal temperatures on cardiacs. Don •t 
take them on :Mr. Brady. The doctors sometimes don rt want 
them on coronaries.u 
Four days later, Mr. Davis was assigned to care f'or Mr. Brady. 
tl 
His written assignment concerning Mr. Brady stated--bed bath, elastic 
stockings, bed, chair, (assist) commode. n '1'he team leader reviewed his 
req:ponsibilities related to Mr .. Bradyrs care bef'ore he began. 
Miss; Arnold:- "!fr .. Brady is on strict bed rest with help to the cardiac 
chair and commode. He needs pretty caref'ul watching. He 
is a f'resh myocardial, and it is about time now f'or a 
recurrence if' he is to have one.u 
Mr. Dans indicated . that he understood and began his assign-
ment. The observer entered the. unit as1 he was bathing Mr.. Brady. After 
the patient had been introduced to the observer and her purpose, he 
commented that he f'elt his care was excellent. 
l\fr'. Davis:- t•Are these cigarette stains on your f'ingers?" 
Mr .. Brady:- ·"No,, these are .from laying bricks. If 
Mr. Davis: nThat 's what I was interested in at Gne time.n 
Mr .. Brady: uyou. have to have a strong hear~ and goo.d physical strength. n 
I 
! 
I ~ 
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Hr .. Davis: tt:r guess that was my trouble then. u: (Mr. Davis is quite 
slight in stature. ) 
The rest of the patient rs morning care was concluded without 
event. The unit had.become quite busy that day and as a consequence it 
was not possd.ble to hold team conference. Miss .Arnold, the team leader, 
tried to see the nursing assistants· individ~ally as they carried out their 
afternoon tasks: in order to discuss their patients with them.. :Mr. Davis 
was making an unoccupied bed in one of the four-bed units when she en-
tered. ~e team leader helped him to make the bed as they discussed his 
assignment in hushed tones. In reference to Mr. Brady the team leader 
said, 
Miss Arnold: 1'You lmow I think Mr. Brady looks much better today.'' 
.Mr.. Davis : 11Ee said he had the be;st sleep last night he has had. n 
Mr. Bradyts condition remained essentially the same, perhaps 
showing some slight improvement, during the next four days. This time he 
was assigned to Mr. · Ed.wards .for care.· ~e team. leader instructed Mr. 
:&iwards as follows. 
Miss Arnold: 11Mr. Brady may have a basin and may wash himself. He may 
go from the bed to the chair.n 
The written assignment covered the same p~ints. 
:Fn the prouess of visiting some of the IJatients 1 units, the ob-
server s:towed to talk to Mr. Brady. He ex:pilained that he had had chest. 
pain all night occurring from about 8 P.M.. and that this pain was exist-
ent even now, though not as severe·. As the observer was talking to the· 
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patient, Mr. Edwards entered the room. He greeted Mr. Brady and prepared 
a chair on the other side of the room between the tw0) beds for Mr. Brady. 
Once this was done he stood behind it and asked Mr ~ Brady to sit in it •. 
(This necessitated sliding off the bed by himself, getting his bathrobe 
and slippers, and walking over to the chair~) 
Mr. Bradz:- (sitting in the chair) 11Bring me an ashtray, will you?u: 
Mr. Edwards:: (handing him an ashtray) nT don't know what is on the 
agenda for·you today, but I•li find out." 
Mr. Brady: 111 don •t know whether I •m supposed to be up. 11 
Mr. Edwards left the room and returned very shortly. 
Mr. Fdwarcls: "You can be from the bed to the chair, but not outside the 
room. 11 
Mr. Brady: no. K., you're the boss. U· 
At team conference :Mr. Edwards reported on Mr •. Brady. 
Mr. Edwards: llHe is clean. I told him about ambulating betwee·n the bed 
and the chair. Nothing new. It 
Miss; Arnold: 11Has he elastic stockings?" 
Mr;. Edwards:. nyes. tt 
The following morning when Mr. 0ollins was assigned to his case, 
the morning was uneventful.. However, as Mr.. Collins was busily making 
his bed, ¥Jr. Br,ady inquired about the condition of Mr. Armstrong. Mr. 
COllins responded in a very brief manner, in essence, just assuring him 
that ].Jr. Armstrong was comfortable. Mr. UTollins 1 written assignment for 
Mr• Brady stated--"bed bath, remove and reapply el.astic stockings, and 
chair.n 
Mr. !tiollins' comment at team conference ·concerning Mr. Brady 
was simpiliy that the patient had washed himself'. 
Miss: Harris: 1'11iid he wash in the bathroom?tr 
(Mr .. Gollins seemed reluctant to admit that the patient had 
washed there,) finally said, fiJLtm not sure, but I think so. rr 
Miss; Baker: (team leader for the day) 11Et 1 s~ my fault, I told him it 
would be alright because it isn•t that far. 11 
Miss Harris: ''Don '"t ever do that. You have to have a special orde~ 
from the doctor for them to use the bathroom. V:ery 
o.ften with a patient who has a coronary, this is when 
they are apt to have difficulty. 
Mr.. C0llins: ''He asked me to wash his back. n 
Miss Harris::. rtHe was very energetic when he came in. He tries to do 
to0> much. The first day he came in, he was: resting on 
his elbow talking a great deal. The medication may have 
made him do that. He is a brick layer by trade, which 
is very hard w.ork. Et "s hard for him to lie back and 
let others do for him. tr 
_ Mr'. Collins: ltlfe told me about that this morning. n 
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Analysis 8ase TI--Hr .. Brady-
Mr-. Foiley was not oriented to the new: patient, Mr .. Brady, until 
the team conference although the patient. had been on the unit for 
awhile. It would have been better, especially since the patJ..ent was 
so acutely ill, if Mr. Foiley had been told more about ¥.Jr. Brady earlier, 
instead of waiting to do thls in team conference.. Miss Arnold informed 
him about the patient during team conference, but this orientation was 
related only to physical needs. It m::~:y have been because Mr. Brady had 
been on the unit such a short tJ..me that his 'needs other than physical 
had not been identilied. 'However some emphasis might have been given to· 
the fact that the patient may have needed to have an explanation for his 
restr~ction of activity. Mr. Foley's reply concerning the instruction 
he had given the patient indicated that he had good understanding of the 
patient ts difficulty. At team conference that day, the head nnrse took 
advantage of a teaching opportunity in relation to taking rectal tem-
peratures on coronaries, specifically in this case, Mr. Brady. 
When Mr. Davis was assigned to Mr. Brady four days later, N..iss 
Arnold •s instructim regarding the patient was adequate in terms of 
physical needs. In the episode that day related to the discussion be-
tween Mr. Brady and :Mr. Davis about Mr. Brady's trade, it was the im-
pression of the' observer that Mr. Brady meant no particular reference to 
his present status when he stated that in order to be a brick layer, fl)rou 
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have to have a strong heart and good physical strength. n Consequently 
Mr. Davis' reply was perhaps sufficient when he stated, 11I guess that 
was my trouble then. tt If he had made more of the incident in relation 
toJ :Mr •. Brady, this might have been a source of anxiety to the patient. 
Because it was impossible to hold team conference that day, Misg 
Arnold attempted to discuss patients with the assistants as they were 
completing their assignments. While this is not a good idea in a pa-
tient area, the patient was not at the bedside, and the conversation Yas 
held in hushed tones as Miss Arnold helped Mr. Davis to make the bed. 
It may be that in a situation like this, it is better to get the infor-
mation in this manner than to receive none at all. 
Fbur days later, when Mr. :&lwards was assigned to Mr .. Brady, 
the :patient mentioned to the observer that he had had pain throughout 
the previous night and that this pain was still present. It would seem 
likely that this information .would have been known by the night nurse 
and transferred to the day staff. However, the orders for care of the 
patient were not changed and the direction given to Mr~ Edwards did not 
include this. The patient went through considerable physical exertion 
in order to get into the chair which probably would have been avoided 
if the information concerning the pain had been transferred. ~_r. Brady 
seemed somewhat apprehensive about getting up when he said, nr don tt 
know whether Jim supposed to be up. n No doubt he was satisfied when Mr. 
Edwards left the room to find out and returned with the information that 
he could be from bed to chair only. This might have been a situation. 
where the team leader could have relieved some of his anxiety if she 
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had come in to talk with him and explain to him. At any rate informa-
tion regarding the pain should have been relayed to Mr. :&!wards~ in 
order that he might better plan the patient's care. 
~e next day when Mr. Brady inquired about Mr. Armstrong's condi- · 
tion it was apparent that the patients receive informati0n concerning 
other patients.. The information may have been discussed or mentioned 
by a member of the staff~ or it may have been given by one of the patients 
who was ambulatory. It is not a good idea to discuss other patients, 
especially with a patient such as Mr •. Brady, who has enough problems of 
his own. Mr. Collins handled the situation well with his response indi-
cating merely that the patient was comfortable. 
At team conference that day, Mr. Collins was reluctant to admit 
that the patient had washed in the bathroom. He perhaps realized that 
this was the wrong thing to do and was attempting to protect the team 
leader. The team leader, however, admitted her part in the matter. Miss 
Harris 1 explanation was good, but her approach, ll@~n 't ever do that~ 11 
was incorrect. In the presence of all of the nursing assistants on both 
teams and the other team leader, this could have been embarrassing for 
Miss Baker. The whole issue should have been picked up in terms of a 
learning experience for the entire group. 
Miss Harris 1 further explanation concerning J:I"Jr. Brady 1 s: adjust-
ment to his illness was very good. Here the head nurse hinted at emo .... 
tional implications and provided the assistants with some understanding 
of the patient as a person. In addition she gave them information con-
cerning the effect of drugs on the patient, which may at a later time be 
useful to them., 
Mr •. Clark . . .. . 
Miss Greene 
Miss; Arnold 
Miss, Lynch . . . 
Miss Harris; 
Miss, Baker . 
Mr. E::lwards . . 
Mr. Davis 
Mr. G::ollins . .. 
Mr. F0lley . • 
Mr. Martin . 
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Case ITI--Mr.. Clark 
---- --
Mr-. Clark was a 66 year old white. male. He was a patient with 
chronic congestive heart failure accompanied by considerable peripheral 
edema. During the day, he was apt to be quite drowsy, and usually ap-
peared somewhat cyanotic. His hospital stay had resulted in general 
improvement in his condition although Mr. Clark appeared to have under-
gone some changes in his personality and temperament either due to aging 
or to his cardiac disease. He was given to temperamental outbursts, was 
difficult to manage at times, untidy about his person and unit and in 
general posed a problem to both the staff' on the unit and to other de-
partments as wellr He was a frequent visitor to other departments, 
essentially demanding what was due ~ 
During the team conference, as a part of' the report, the team 
leader was discussing Mr. Clark. 
Miss; Greene: "He started this morning with a burst of temper. How is 
he now?tt 
Mr. Davis: ttJust satisf'y him. If he feels he is getting the run 
around, he f'lies up. rr 
Miss llrnold: (the charge nurse for the day) 1-fDoes anyone think Mr. 
Clark is getting more confused? I mean due to changes 
in circulation to the brain ?tr 
Mr ~ Collins: ur think he is the same. n 
Miss. .Arnold: nDoes he know you people? 11 
5o 
Y.Ir. Edwards:. 11Today was the first day he called me by my right name. 
He is moody. Just disagreeable. He has an inferiority 
complex, that rs all. tr 
Miss: Arnold: 11That 1s inferiority? (Everyone seemed to enjoy :Mr. Ed-
ward 1 s comment •. ) He didn 1t have the slightest idea who the dietician 
was this morning. 11 
Mr. Edwards: ttHe said a girl was coming up to work on his limbs, and 
said there was nothing wrong and even demonstrated. He 
said if she wanted to, she could come anyway.~ 
Miss Lynch: 
:Mr .. Eo:w:ards:. 
11Did you get him to wash?tt 
fiJI arranged the basin vrlth everything within reach, and 
when I came back I asked him if he had washed. He said 
he had. I told him it didn't look so because his face· 
was still dirty from breakfast. He washed then. u 
The next day, the observer stopped Mr. Foley in the corridor and 
questioned whether or not Mr. Clark had received his morning care yet. 
Mr. Fb1.ey: 110h, yes! He does himself. (:pointed to l1r. Clark sitting 
in a wheelchair at the end of the corridor.) The faster you can finish 
him, the better off you are. I do things for him and then 
thatts it. The longer you are around, the nastier he is 
apt to get. n 
Mr. Foley commented at team conference,. 11Mr. Clark is our number 
one problem.. He shaved this morning. 11 
Miss: Harris;: (head nurse) 1'Mr. Foley, did Mr. Clark have a bath? Is: 
he clean? 11 
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Mr. Foley: UNo, he told me he had nne yesterday.u 
·Miss' Harris t "Be visits all the departments, even the Nursing Offfice,. 
so we had better be sure he is clean. We don •t want him 
d0wn there dirty." 
The team leader, Miss .Arnold, had stated to Mr. Foley as she reviewed 
his patients that morning, "S'ee that he has a sh0wer or goes into the 
tub, and has clean pajamas. He may be in bed or on chair rest as much 
as ]rossible. His cigarettes are to be limited. n 
Mr. Edwards was assigned next to Mr •. ill.ark. As; the observer 
passed Mr. Clark's room, Mr. Eiwards was saying,, "Mr'. @lark, did you 
take your shower yet zn 
Mr. Glark:: 1~es, I took it at about 5 .LM. rr 
Mr. Lamb, another patient in the room laughed from behind the 
curtain drawn around him and made some inaudible comment about 5 A.M., 
During the. team conference. the team leader, Miss Baker, reminded 
Mr. Edwards about Mr. Clark smoking cigarettes. 
Miss; Faker: mwatch him closely for cigarettes. I found him this morn-
ing just about to burn himself. n 
Mr. Edwards: (related a similar incident.) "Within the last three weeks, 
he has become more unconscious of what he is doing. ]" 
checked his locker this morning. The patients in there 
are afraid and they watch him closely. tt 
Miss Baker:- nHe is a menace." 
Mr. Martin:. tt]s he allowed to go downstairs;?lli 
Miss Baker: "Yes." 
'IDle next day, Mr. Collins who was assigned to Mr. Clark, was 
working in the same room with another patient, Mr-. Lamb. He was in the 
process of attempting to find 1\fr-. Lamb a bathrobe.. (Mr. Lamb had been 
a patient many times at this hospital and often attempted to entertain 
the other patients, this time at Mr. Clark's expense.) 
Mr. Collins returned to the room and explained that he had been 
unable to find a bathrobe, but that he was sure one would be available 
in about an hour. It appeared to bother Ylr. Lamb that he did not have a 
robe, because he had just been allowed to ambulate after being confined 
to bed for several days. 
Mr-. Lamb: (to Mr. Clark) 11 Clark, can I borrow your robe? 11 
Mr .. Clark: "This isn't a bathrobe. n (Mr. Clark was sitting in a chair 
next to his bed with a bathrobe on.} 
Mr. Lamb: 'lWhat is it then, a blanket?'! 
A few minutes later Mr. Clark dropped off to sleep in his chair. 
Mr .. Lamb: (to the other two patients in the room) nrrn bet I could 
get it off him and he wouJ.dn tt even know it. tr Mr •. Clark 
0~ened his eyes at this point. 
Mr .. Lamb: 11 'J?hat woke you up, didn t t it? n 
Mr. Clark: 11You have to keep your eyes open around here. 11 
At team conference Mr. Collins reported, ·nMr. Clark had a shower 
and a new bathrobe. He was sleeping most of the morning in the chair. u 
Mr. Collins had previously told the observer that he did Mr. Clark early 
because then the patient tended to sleep for awhile. 
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Miss: Harris, Miss Arm»ld, and Miss; @urt.is, team leader from the 
Olther team, discussed the binder that had been put on Mr. Clark to as·s;ist 
his breathing, especially when he received inhalation therapy. They dis-
cussed the method of applica.tion and the material to be used, and there 
vas apparently some disagreement about thisr 
Miss; Arn.0il..d:: (to Mr. Collins) nno you supp:0se we could put some oct 
his: bedside articles in his table rather than on his 
bed! I noticed that the bed 1l11as. neatly made anyway.· 
Maybe we could suggest it together this: afternoon .. n 
Mr. t!ollins: agreed. (Mr. Clark keeps cigarettes, fruit and 
anything imaginable on his bed during the day. ) 
All -written assignments in reference to Mr. Clark were quite 
alike. Th.structim was usually given in reference to cleanliness: and 
assisting him with his care* 
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Analysis Case IJJI--Mr. Clark 
Apparently the staff was very familiar with :Mr.. Clark. Dur-
ing team conference Miss, Greene 1s comment, nHe started this morning with 
a burst of temper, n: was acceptable because this tY]l8 of behavior was 
not unusual for Mr. Clark. However, Ilfr. Davis t remark in return, UJust 
satisfy him. If he feels he is getting the run around, he flies up, n 
indicated some understanding of the patient on his part and it would 
have been better if the team leader had taken an opportunity like this 
to discuss management of such a patient with the nursing assistants. 
Problems such as this are not unusual with many elderly patients and 
the nursing assistant needs information in order to provide them with 
maximum care. Miss Arnold demonstrated recognition of the potential 
contribution of the nursing assistant when she requested their observa-
tions concernlll.g Mr. Clark•s behavior and orientation. Although Mr. 
:Etlwards demonstrated some understanding of the patient, he iridicated a 
need for some interpretation of the patient 1s behavior by his comment, 
"Today was the first day he called me by my right:, name. He~,fs; moody., 
' Just disagreeable~ He has an inferiority complex, that 1 s all. " His 
comment provided the team leader with this opportunity, but she made 
light of it stating, ll'Ji'hatts inferiority? 11 YJr •. :Etlwards apparently 
handled the situation concerni:r;tg the patient 1s cleanliness well, but 
here again was an opportunity for the team leader to hel.P' the nursing 
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assistants with the management of his care. Perhaps together, they could 
have worked out a plan that would have insured adequate cleanliness., 
Mr. FoLLey also indicated a need for a better understanding of the 
patient and more interpretation of his needs. In his attempt to give 
care as quickly as possible in order to avoid uncomfortable situations 
with the patient, it is quite possible that Mr. Clark had many needs: that 
remained unattended. JY.fr ~ Foley was in need of guidance when he stated in 
team conference that he had accepted the patient 1s statement that he had 
a bath the previous day, especially since the team leader had stressed 
as she gave him his assignment that the patient should have a shower or a 
tub bath. His comment that the patient was the number one problem on 
the unit went unnoticed and was not utilized in planning methods of deal-
ing with this patient. The group' could have explored together possible 
reasons for the patientrs behavior. 
In Miss Faker's discussion with :Mr. Edwards concerning Mr. Clark's 
smoking habits, she adequately warned him that the patient needed to be 
watched. However her statement that the patient was a 11menacen did 
little to increase Mr. N:iwards 1 understanding of the patient or the situ-
ation. Mr. Edwards. appeared quite concerned about the smoking incident 
and the fears expressed by the other patients, yet the team leader said 
nothing to help him with the situation. Her expression, 11He is a menace,n 
indicated little understanding of the patient on her part. Further, this 
type of attitude about patients can be easily misunderstood and accepted 
as appropriate behavior by nursing assistantsr 
Yuss Arnold managed the situation in team conference quite well 
when she suggested that something be done about Mrr Clark 1 s bedside·unit. 
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She made it clear that Mr. Collins had completed the unit well thus recog-
nizing his effort. Her offer to assist him with this task was well made; 
however, it was quite unlikely that Mr. Clark would agree to the plan to 
put his belongings in the bedside table. This could have been discussed 
as a problem situation especially since it was likely to continue. 
Admittedly, a patient like Mr. Clark poses a problem to any nurs-
ing staff, but it appeared in this case that the professional nurses 
possessed less understanding of this patient than the nursing assistants 
for whom they were responsible. This is an unfortunate situation if the 
nursing assistant is to receive the guidance and supervision he needsr 
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ease N--Mr •. Knight. 
Mr. Knight was; a rather quiet, pleasant 66 year old white male. 
He was a patient with diabetes wh~ had a cellulitis and a necrotic area 
on one of his heels. Mr. Knight als~ had difficulty with his eyesight 
and required considerable assistance with the management of his nurs:ing 
care. The patient ts ambulation had been restricted. · 
TOday, Mr. Knight was assigned to Mr. Collins. The team leader ts 
report to Mr. Collins concerning Mr. Knight consisted of: 
Miss; Arn<YJ.d: "He may have a shower or a bed bath. He is diabetic and 
will need foot care with lanolin. Apply it to the rest of 
his legs around the ulcers." 
]h the report he gave at team conference concerning Mr. Knight, 
Mr. Collins said, "He had a bed bath. JI: didn •t do his feet because they 
don tt like lanolin on the feet in Physical Therapy. '1'hen he was reading 
the pa]per. " 
.Miss· Arnold: try[ou will do it though. n 
11He seems to do less and less for himself. He doesn 1t 
even want to ]pick up his plills now. n 
Hr .. CO'llins:: "' had to put the thermometer in his mouth and he used to 
do that h:im.self. rr 
Mr. Edwards: 11He knows how to feed himself though. n 
'Mr. Ila:viis;: 
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ttJ[ou have to do things like peel an orange for him when 
he has his diet. u 
Several days later, Mr. Eiwards was assigned to Mr. Knight. 
His; written :instructions stated, nbed bath, foot care, Physical. Therapy-
at 9 :30 A.M." 
Miss Arnold: (reviewing the patient 1 s; care} "M'r'. KD.ight is 0n self 
care. Ife goes to Pbysica!- Therapy. n 
V!ery so0n after Mr. Eiwards began his assignment, he appeared 
at the nurses 1 station with Mr. Knight in a Wheelchair. He was on his 
way into the latrine to give Mr. Knight a s:h0:wer .. 
Mr ... Edwards: (to Miss Arnold, the team leader) "Now I ju~t want to 
get this straight. Should his heel be covered?tt 
Miss; Arn0ild: nJust put a piece of stockinette over it. Itll do his: 
dressing when he gets back. tt 
When Mr. Edwards had returned Mr. Knight to his room follow:ing 
the shower, the observer walked into the room. :Mr. Fdwards: called the 
observer 0ver to show her the im.pro:vement in the healing of the ulcer 
on the patient's heel. Mr. EdWards: showed her the~ tissue that had 
faJJl.en off during the shower, and p:ainted out the clean, healed area on 
the patient's heel. 
The observer asked the pat:ient -what he did when he went to the 
Physical.. '.Ji'herapy Department. Mr. Knight proceeded to very accurately 
describe Buerger's EKercises, though he did not call them by name. 
Mr. Knight: 
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tt'.li'hat area on my heel was an abscess followed by blisters. 
'.li'he blisters were worse than the abscess.n 
Observer: (to Mr. E:iwards) "Are you going to take Mr., Knight to Physical 
Therapy?« 
Mr. Edwards: usbmeone comes up for him. n 
l'Ir., Knight: 110ne of the orderlies (nursing assistants) usually takes 
me there, and they (Physical Therapy) bring me back. rr 
Mr. Eiwards: (to the observer) nsee, I 1m glad you asked that question. rr 
Mr. Knight then proceeded to repeat the explanation of his therapy· in 
PhysicaJL Therapy to Mr.. Jliiwards. 
Mr. Eiwards.: tt.Amaz.ing. 11 (While the patient explained the therapy, 
Mr. Eawards smiled and listened, but it was apparent from his comment 
oi' na.mazinglf that he was quite :familiar with the therapy.) 
At team conference that afternoon,, Mr. Edwards reported on Mr. 
Knight t s: care .. 
·Mr. N:lwards: "He is in a gay moed. A piece of dead skin came off. T 
put a dry dressing on it. I don 1t think he needs lanolin 
anymore. It, looks good. n 
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Since Mr. Knight had been a patient for some time the nursing 
assistants were fairly familiar with his care. When Miss Arnold re-
viewed the assignment with Mr ~ Collins, she reminded him that the patient 
was diabetic and would require foot care, and elaborated on this pro-
cedure related to ~x~ Knight. Mr. Collins reported in team conference 
that he had not carried this out because members of the Physical Ther-
apy Department apparently preferred not to have lanolin applied to the 
feet before the patient went to their department and also because the 
patient was reading the paper after he had returned to the unit. Mr. 
Collins exercised good judgment related to the application of the lano-
lin as long as this was a request from Physical Therapy. He seemed well 
aware of the fact that this had to be done, though perhaps it should 
have been done as soon as the patient had returned to the unit, in or-
der to eliminate the possibility of not completing this aspect of the 
patient's care. The team leader could have assisted him with this de-
cision .. 
'L'he discussion that follow·ed the above could be interpreted as; a 
review of the patient 1s present condition. However, it does illustrate 
observations made by the nursing assistants in reference to the type of 
assistance the pa~ient required .. 
Several days later, when Mr. Edwards wq.s assigned to Mr .. Knight, 
he sought information from the team leader in relation to how he should 
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care for the ulcer on the patient 1s heel while the patient had a shower. 
Miss Arnold responded in a brief, but clear fashion., Mr. Edwards demon-
strated a good understaading of the healing process of the ulcer when he 
described the process that had taken place. However, he did indicate 
that he was not aware of the process involved in getting the patient to 
and from the Physical Therapy Department. It was fortunate that the pa-
tient could provide him with this information, but it would have been 
better if he had received this direction from the charge nurse~ 
When the patient repeated the explanation of his treatment in 
Physical Therapy to Mr. Fdwards, after he had. already described it to-
the observer in his presence, Mr. Edwards listened attentively, but it 
was apparent to the observer that he was familiar with the therapy and 
was hearing the patient out. At the conclusion, he swiled and commented, 
11
.Amazing.n Thus, the situation was managed well--the patient was satis-
fied because he was allov+ed to continue, and even though :Mr., Edwards: 
commented at the end, this was done in a very pleasant manner. 
¥Jr. Edwards t report in team confer$nce that afternoon was illus-
trative of his ability to observe the patient well, to report his ob-
servations to the team leader, and also of his understanding of the 
patientfs needs .. 
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Case v~-Cbrmnunication Within 'Jlearn. A 
....;.. _____ ---· -- -
Team I1eader 
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Mr. Davis. • . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . Nursing Ass2stant 
..... Nursing Assd.stant 
Mr. Edwards . . . . . . .. Nurs.ing Assistant 
Mr. Foley . . . . . . . . Nurs;ing Assistant 
Patients 
Mr. Eamb Mr. Ray 
Mr. Mall.. on Mr •. Welles 
Mr. Q}lirk Mr. Thayer 
Mr. wright Mr.. Vincent 
Mr. Spencer- Mr. White 
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ease il'--~catioru Wii.thin Team A 
~e team leader had concluded giving the nursing assistants their 
assignments for the day and all members of the staff were beginning their 
respective assignments when the team leader noticed 1-fr .. Davis passing 
the nurses;' station. 
T'eam Leader: ttDon tt forget to take Mr. Henry to cl:iliic at 9 .. tt 
Mr. Davis: no. K.u (At this time, it was 9 :10 A.M. and the team 
leader told the observer that this was her way of reminding him to take 
the patient to clinic.) 
Mr. er.ollins, in the meantime had begun his assignment in one of 
the four-bed rooms. ASJ the observer entered the ro0m:, Mr. Lamb was; par-
tially hidden behind the curtains and was proclaiming that finally he 
was being allowed to get up. (Mr. Lamb was a middle aged man, . who was a 
frequent visitor to this hospital. He had cirrhosis and diabetes, and 
had had a recent fracture of the hip:. He made little effort to adhere 
to the established medical regime.) 
Mr. e<>llins: · (approaching the patient) tt.Are you going to get up?tt 
Mr .. I.amb: "You bet I am.. Get me·my crutches, will you, so that I 
can get going. It 
Mr. C0llins: 1'Where are you going?tt 
Mr. Eamb: UNOt far, Jtm just going to walk around the room. 1r 
Mr •.. (GOllins: Wfou donlt have a bathr0be. ll (Left the room to find one.) 
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Within a few minutes, Hr. COllins came back into the room, just 
as; Mr. Lamb was saying to the rest of the patients,. llHe knows there is 
a package of cigarettes in it for him, that colored boy. tt (This: :implied 
that Mr. Collins expected a tttiprr for getting a robe. The observer 1s 
impression of Mr. Collins belied this implication. The observer was also 
sure that }~. Collins overheard him as. he entered the room, though he 
did not indicate this.) Mr. Collins explained to Mr. Lamb that it would 
be about an hour before any bathrobe would be available •. 
Mr. Edwards entered the room at this time t~ weigh one of the 
0Jther patients. Mr. Lamb,,who was demonstrating his profj_c:iency on crut-
ches, by walking around the room with anything but the gait he had been 
taught, asked to be weighed •. 
Mr. Fd:wards: 11][td better not because you are on crutches. n 
While the observer and Mr. Collins were making the bed, Mr. Lamb 
said, try[ou don •t have to put the rubber back on. tt 
Mr. Collins:. n:rrt makes the bed tighter.u 
Mr. Lamb:. tt]:t doesn •t do any good anyway because of the soaks I get. tt 
Mr. Collins smiled and continued to make the bed. (Most of the 
patients on the unit do not have rubber drawsheets; they are taken off 
automatically when the patient comes in, unless a need is demonstrated 
for it.) 
Just then, the team leader, who; was coming do-wn the corridor, 
sto]lped in one of the four-bed ro0111s •. 
~earn Leader:: rtNo, I dontt want you Davis. 11 Proceeding further dovm the 
corxidor, she stopped in another room. 
'.L'eam Leader: nF.dwards, did you do 4ll?tt (Mr. E:lwards apparently re-
spended negatively.) 
T'eam Leader: "Well, just because there are no curtains doesn rt;, mean 
the watient shouldn •t be protected. The door was shut 
and he was standing there stark naked. It must have been 
CQiil.ins: then. tt (The rooms were being painted and not all 
of the curtains had been replaced. } 
After Mr. Edwards had finished weighing the patients, he went 
to one of the ·rooms assigned to him and discovered two new patients •. 
Mr.. Edwards: (to one of the new- patients) UJrou •re new, can you tell me 
your name?tt· Mr. Mallon, who was smoking, responded with 
his name., 
Mr. Edwards;: "Be careful of the smoking in bed, you know what they say, 
1The ashes: on the floor may be your own! nr 
Mr-. :Mallon: nr know, you can see where my hand is. u: (His hand was over 
the ashtray. } 
Mr. Eiwards.::. li:J[Ill. bring back a water pitcher. tt 
Mr •. Edwards; then went over to the other new patient in the room. 
Mr .. Eiwards:: tt"You're new too, what is your namezt~ :.Mr. Quirk introduced 
himself. 
Mr. E:iwards: "Bo you smoke ?tt 
Mr. Quirk: 11No, I don't smoke, so you don•t have to worry about me. n 
Mr •. Edwards: "Itll bring you some water. 11 
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S(>metime later Mr. Ccillins was talking to the new patient, Mr-. 
Mallnn. Mr. 0'0llins expla:ined later to the observer that the patient 
was telling him about his rheumatism and the pain in his joints. Mr. 
Collins stated that the patient thought a trapeze would help him to get 
up in bed .. 
At team conference that day, Mr. Edwards started to report first.. 
He was currently discussing Mr .. Wright~ (Mr. Wi'ight was a chronic cardiac 
who was recuperating from a myocardial infarction.. He also had ulcerated 
areas on both legs.) 
Mr. Mwards;: ttHe had a tub bath and washed himself thoroughly. n 
Team Leader: ttl)id he get up to soak bis feet?n 
Mr. E:iwards:: nHe was grounded, wasntt he?tr (bed rest) 
Team Leader: nEe was gone all. morning, and he is supposed to do it five 
times a day with warm water. n 
}fr. E:iwards;: tt:rs he allowed to use Phisohex?'tt 
Team Leader! nJust s:oak them in plain water.l1 (All of the morning ass:ist-
ants seemed to take notice of this.) 
Team Leader : TJMr. :Gamb s,aid that he walked too) much and was sleepy~ ' 
Mr• Quirk is a new patient. He is on a Gastric III diet. 
He is ambulatory and is self care. Mr. Mallon is a new 
patient also. He has acute rheumatoid arthritis. His 
arms are painful and stiff. He has trouble getting them 
up." 
eharge Nurse: "Does he have a footboard?tr 
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Mr.. Ed:wards: uNo! n 
Mr-. Collins.: nHe complains of rheumatism, and says all his joints are 
s:0re. 11 
@harge Nurse: "1here is a possibility that it may be a penicillin reac-
tioo because it came on so fast. It may go just as fast. 
It all started with a cold. n 
Mr. Collins:- ttHe says that he feels better now than he did this morning .. n 
Team Leader: "He said that the pain order I gave him helped. n 
Once Mr. Edwards had finis bed his reJ:?Ort, Mr. C0llins began his~ 
Mr., crulins: "Mr. Spencer takes care of himself. n (Mr. spencer was a 
young man with an ulcer. The patient was on a medic:a:l re-
gime, but did not adhere to the feeding schedule at all 
and made little attempt to understand it. He was subse-
quently transferred to surgery.) 
Team Leader: "ls he still ~bnoxious?u 
:Mr. Collins: 11About the same. n 
'fteam. Leader: nHe was shook about his feedings at one time.n 
Mr. Collins: llMr. Nelson fell in the latrine. He lost his: balance sit-
ting down. He bruised his back, but it is just a small 
scratch. n (Mr. Nelson was a 63 year old man. He was a 
diabetic and had had one toe amputated. His eyesight was. 
poor, so that he could not see to read and required super-
vision of all activities.} 
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2'eam Leader: nJI:tll have the doctor look at him. u 
Charge Nurse: trMr. Cbillins, would you demonstrate what happened?H 
~e group seemed to enj0y this and laughed. Mr .. 00il..lins attempted 
to sit back in the chair, pretending there was a wheelchair in f'ront of' 
him. When he went to sit back, he pretended to f'aJJL backward. The 
charge nurse thanked him and related his demonstration to the saf'ety of' 
the patient. 
Mr. CQD.ins: UMr. Ray had a bed bath and a back rub. n (:Mr. Ray was a 
46 year old man who was admitted in cardiac f'ailure. Mr., Ray also was 
a rather severe alcoholic. However, he made a good adjustment to the 
unit, and progressed rapidly.) 
Team. Leader: llJfs he alert ?;n 
Mr. Collins : "Yes. n 
Mr. E:lwards: 11What is his trouble?" 
'.Ream Leader: nHe is an alcoholic and a cardiac. He is an acute cardiac, 
and is not to do to~ much for himself'. He can do his face 
and hands but not his f'eet. Does he have elastic stock-
ings;?" 
Mr. Collins: JtYes, when I did his f'eet, he said it tickled. tt (group 
laughed.) ttHe said somet:imes he can hardly do it. n 
Team Leader: nyou get patients like that. u 
Charge Nurse:; 11S'ometimes if you use the tub on the bed to soak the f'eet 
and then pat them~, it helps.u 
Mr. Davis: 
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"Mr. Ray mentioned to the doctor that he thought he would 
be going home soon, and the doctor told him it would be 
about two weeks. He wasn't toC:Y. encouraged. He told me 
about being an alcoholic and wondered how much alcohol 
he could take before having the D.T.•s. He said that some-
times when he was drinking, he didn 1t know one day from 
another. Mr. Thomas, (another patient in the roQm) told 
him that if he didn rt have the D.T. •s, he would get 
cirrhosis:. u (Mr.. 'Rhomas had cirrhosis. ) 
Mr. Edwards: ns'ome of the other patients have noticed the patient with 
the D. T. 's and seem afraid. n 
S'ome discussion followed between the nursing assistants about pa-
tients they had formerly had with the D. T. 1s. Then Mr. Collins said, 
»][had rectal temperatures and Mr. Ray's was JLo:o# .. tt 
'Fe am Leader: "Yes, I know. n 
Mr. Davis began his report. 
Mr. D'avis: t'l'fr'. Welles went to have a cast put 0El.. Is; that to help 
the pain?" (Mr .. Welles is a 39 year old asthmatic. A.t 
this time, the asthma had been controlled, but he was also suffering from 
an acute episode of rheumatoid arthritis and the cast had been applied to 
keep the wrist joint immobile and thus reduce pain.) 
'l!'eam Leader: llYes, I believe so, By getting it immobile, you know. 
One of the things you want to be sure to watch is the cir-
culation in his fingers. They will probably take him up 
tomorrow and bivalve it, you know, give him the shell. n 
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Mr. Davis: 1lMr. Thayer went to X-ray this morning. He did complain o:f 
some pain. He had no complaints other than that. 11 (Mr. 
'1'hayer was a 35 year old man. Mr. Thayer was a newly admitted, acutely 
ill patient with a question o:f m obstructive ulcer. He had just had a 
gastric tube removed, which had been in place :for one day prior to this.) 
Team Leader: 11Did you bathe him.? 11 
Mr. Davis: 11No, he just had :fresh pajamas. There was no time :for a 
bath. 11 
Team Leader: Ulf you have time this afternoon, take care o:f his back and 
Mr. Davis: 
his :feet. His :feet were quite dirty on admission. The 
I. V., is to go until 8 P.M. All o:f you watch this. It 
should be about hal:f through at 5oo c .. c. by 4 P .M.H 
tl:Efow many drops a m:inute?u 
Team Leader: (amazed) "Don 1t ask me that. I don't know anything about 
drops} Who gave you boys that class arrywa:y? Who brought 
that up? Mr. Edwards, it sounds like something you would 
ask. n (This was done in a jolting :fashion.) 
Mr. Edwards : nWhat is the average time ? 11 
Charge Nurse: 11The doctor sets the time. There is no average pat:i.ent. 
It may take four hours, eight hours or whatever. We al-
ways ask him how soon it is to go in. n The charge nurse 
also went into a brie:f discussion of various conditions 
and wby in these patients the rate o:f flow is different. 
She gave as one example the possibility of overloading the 
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circulation of: the cardiac ::P'atient. (The nursing assistants ap]!>earecl 
quite interested. ApJ?arently, at their last meeting, they had discus&ed 
intravenous; therapy and the rate of: :fl(D;W.} 
Mr. Davis: "Mr. Vincent is sell care. He compJ..ains of: back pain.. He 
gets some kind of pain pills I think. tr (Mr. Vincent was 
24 years old. He had been admitted several times, to this hospital and 
was considered at this porl.nt to be terminally ill due to Hodgkin t s 
Disease. He was a quiet boy, who tolerated his difficulties well~ He 
required com]!>lete nursing care and received frequent medication for 
pain.} 
Team Leader: lfiY[eah, he gets pain in the back. " 
Mr. Davis:: n:a.e has been taken o:f:f reverse precautions;. ul 
~earn Leader: llffe doesn •t get up much, does he ? 11 
Mr. Davis;: !tHe uses the john, but he lies do-wn quite· a bit. n 
~eam :Leader:: "Now that he is getting x:...ra:y therapy, watch his back :for 
broken areas. He is to have extra :fluids. :Bhcourage as 
much activity as possible :for him, the time will come 
when he will be in bed and won •t be able to do anything. n 
Mr. E:iwards: ttHe had a good break:fast and lunch. tt 
Mr. Davis:- 11Mr .. White is self: care. He took a shower. He is on a 24 
hour urine. No com:f!)laints. tt (Mr. White was an elderly 
gentleman who was at this stage undergoing diagnostic studies. It was 
JL 
Reverse precautions were used as a means of ]?rotecting the pa-
tient from in:fection. 
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fairly certain that he was suffering from pernicious anemia.) 
@large Nurse: 11Do you know why we are collecting his urine? They think 
he has some kind of anemia, and he had radioactive Bl2 
yesterday. We are collecting all oi' his urine to· help 
in the diagnosis.n Mr. Davis nodded. 
Mr. Foley gave his re])ort following Mr. Davis and concluded with 
Mr.. Young. (Mr., Young was a ymmg man who had nephrosis, currently 
complicated by pneumonia and septicemia. He was on the seriously ill 
list.) 
Mr. Foley: »He had a bath and his elastic stockings reapplied. His 
I. V •. is running slowly. n 
Charge Nurse: ttDoes he have any red areas? You want to watch these pa-
tients that are kept in bed. If you have any chance to 
rub their backs, do so. rr 
Team :Leader:: 11Did we take his pitcher out?, Dr. J011es had said some-
thing about a mouth infection. n 
Charge Nurse: nrt is up to Dr. Jones to let us know if he wants him in 
isolation. He is already on reverse precautions. n 
Mr. Edwards: nwe could put his name on the pitcher with adhesive tape. tt 
After all of the assistants had reported on their patients, Mr. 
·Edwards said that at the last meeting for nursing assistants he had sug-
gested that minutes of the meeting be taken. He had also suggested that. 
the supervisor take them, but this was turned back tp the nursing assist-
ants •. 
Charge Nurse: 11It would be good experience for you to take them. n 
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Mr. Fd.wards: "Good idea. n (coyly) 
Charge Nurse: nyou could all take turns.,. the Assistant Chief of Nursing 
Fducation would help you. n 
Team Leader: 11:Mr. Conway is to be moved into 4o5. This is so that he 
can be observed more closely. •t (Mr. Conway, a cardiac, 
was readmitted this morning for psychiatric evaluation., The nursing 
. assistants had 'cared for him during his previous hospitalizations.) 
Mr. Davis : llis he suicidal? n 
'1'eann Leader: 11No, the psychiatrist says that he is not. He is to be 
given all the privileges of the other patients. If you 
notice depression and sitting by himself and staring, or 
crying, you are t0· report it. n 
Shortly after the team conference, Mr. Collins came to the nurses t 
station and reported, 11Mr. Mallon says he has pains on the left side and 
that he has a sore throat. tr 
Team Leader: 11Sbre throat? Where on his left side?tt 
Mr.. Ccil..lins: nAbout here. u (pointed on himself at about waist level. ) 
The team leader then proceeded to attend to Mr. Mallonrs needs. 
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Analysis Case !--tiionnn.unication within Teaml! 
The team leader handled the situation well when she reminded :Mr •. 
Davis at 9::10 A.M.. to take a patient to clinic by saying, unon 1t forget 
to take Mr. Henry to clinic at 9 .. tr In spite of the fact that he was al-
ready late, this was apparently not usual behavior for Mr. Davis, and 
the method used was better than making an issue of the incident. 
In the incident involving ·Mr. Collins and the patient Mr. Lamb, 
Mr. Collins was attempting to locate a robe for him because JYf..r. Lamb ap-
peared to be uncomfortable without one. It was unfortunate that Mr. 
Collins overheard the remark Mr. Lamb made, 11He knows· there is a pack-
age of cigarettes in it for him, that colored boy. n Even though, this 
was probably the thought furthest from Mr. Collins 1 mind, his behavior 
was connn.endable when he ignored the remark. Mr. Edwards exercised good 
judgment when he refused to weigh Mr. Lamb because he was on crutches, 
and his explanation to the patient was sufficient. . In reference to plac-
ing the rubber drawsheet on the bed again, Mr. Collins might have given 
Mr. Lamb a more comple:te explanation of why the rubber sheet was nec-
essary rather than the superficial reason he offered.: Although Mr. Lamb 
was a patient who had a great deal to say about everything, :he indicated 
a need for further explanation when he said, »~t doesn 1t do ·aQY good any-
way because of the soaks I get. n 
The team leader demonstrated poor judgment by going dow the cor-
ridor from roam to room trying to find the nursing assistant whry had left 
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the patient exposed as he bathed. This type of behavior is a poor ex-
ample for the nursing assistants and creates an unfavorable impression 
in the presence of other patients and even visitors if they happen to be 
present. ~he team leader could have easily checked the assignment sheet 
in order to discover who• was involved in the situation. In addition, 
the nursing assistants were disturbed unnecessarily at their work. 
Mr. Fi!.wards should have been notified of the presence of the two, 
new patients in one of his rooms before he discovered them himself in the 
process of' attending another patient. He handled the situation very 
nicely, by having the patients identify themselves and attempting to' 
make them comfortable by providing water and ashtrays for them. His 
comment to Mr. Mall0n about his smoking, "Be careful of the smoking in 
bed, you know what they say, •the ashes, on the floor ma:y be your own', rt 
was :probably not the. best choice, but was an obviqus attempt to estab-
lish rapport w:L th the patient and at the same time to warn him of the 
hazard involved in smoking in b.ed. Mr. Mallon seemed to accept his sug-
gestion well. 
At team conference Mr. Edwards appeared confused in relation to 
the activity allowed Mr .. "Wright. A:p:parently this had not been previous-
]y clearly interpreted to him. For the benefit of all the nursing assist-
ants present it might have been better if the team leader had taken this 
owortunity to describe in detail the soaks that were to be done. At 
the conclusion of Mr. Fi!.wards r report, the team leader briefly reviewed 
his two new patients. This was adequate in view of the fact that she 
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:probably did not have any further information at the time. Mr. COllins 
reported information to the team leader that he had discovered while talk-
ing to the patient. He did not include the fact that the patient thought 
a trapeze would help him to move about the bed.. The charge nurse inclu-
ded some information related to possible cause of the patient•s diffi-
culty that would help the nursing assistants to understand the patient•s 
problem. 
When Mr. 0ollins reported on Mr. Spencer, the team leaderts ques-
tion, UJrs, he still obnoxious?tr was in bad taste. Even though Mr. Spencer 
had been difficul.t to manage and was uncooperative about his feedings,. 
this might have been an indication of an emotional aspect of his disease. 
By using this terminology with the nursing assistant, the nurse did not 
contribute to his; understanding of the patient but merely set a :poor 
example for him.. The team leader 1 s ne;rl connnent, "He was shook about 
his feedings at one time, n was equally bad taste. 
Mr. C'ollins reported well on the episode of Mr. Nelson falling 
in the latrine, when he gave his observations of injury. Perha:ws the 
team leader should have offered to visit the patient to check his con-
dition as well as to state that she would have the doctor look at him. 
Possible reasons for the charge nurse 1s request to have Mr. Collins 
demonstrate the incident might be either to color the conference some-
what, or t@ encourage Mr~ C~llins who was usuaLly a rather quiet indi-
vidual. If the latter was true, then she was successful, because even 
Mr. Collins seemed to enjoy his role. The team leader also made good use 
of the incident when she emphasized its relation to the patient's safety. 
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2fue team leader utilized Mr.. Ocillins 1 contact with Mr.. Ray when 
she asked him if he thought the patient was alert. Her response to Mr. 
Edwards' question about the patient 1s difficulty was adequate in relation 
to ~hysical needs. The charge nurse offered Mr. Collins good suggestions 
regarding the care of the patient 1 s feet. Mr. Davis brought up an inter-
esting issue in relation to) Mr •. Ray 1s care. This issue was definitely an 
emotional need expressed by the patient concerning his addiction to alco-
hol. No: doubt the other ~atient 's; eomment, that if he didn 1t have the 
D. T. 1s:, he would get cirrhosis~, only served to increase his fear and 
anxiety.: Mr .. Davis' report, plus the addition by Mr. Edwards concerning 
the fear expressed by the other patients in relation to alcoholism, pro-
vided an excellent opportunity for the team leader to do some teaching 
and thus develop the nursing assistants 1 understanding of how to cope 
with such a problem. It was unfortunate that the team leader did not 
utilize this opportunity. It might also be that the team leader should 
make use of this knowledge about the patient and establish contact with 
the patient in an effort to help him with his problem. 
Mr. Davis displayed good lmowledge when he questioned the team 
leader about the application of the cast to Mr. Welles 1 arm~ The team 
leader supplied him with information in her response t~ his question and 
also: added an observatioo that she expected h:hn to) make.. This was an 
example of good incidental teaching. 
During the team conference, Mr. Davis reported the fact that Mr. 
Thayer was having pain.. Though he had not been able to bathe the 
patient, because the patient had been in X-ray all morning, the team 
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leader stressed certain needs that she felt should receive attention, 
the patient 1s back and feet. The team leader asked all of the nursing 
assistants to observe the intravenous; Wihich she stated was to las:t, 
until 8 P.M. Mr. Davis asked a very legitimate question, "How many 
drops a minute?, 11 because the team leader had been quite vague. If 
sbe expected the assistants to watch it, they needed a better measure 
than, nit should be half through at 5oo c .. c. by 4 P.M. 11 Though her 
reaction and statement following Mr. Davis 1 question were done in a 
joking fashion, she avoided answering a question concerning a vital 
issue. If she did not know, she should have told them that she would 
get the information and then let them know. The nursing assistants 
appeared to have some information on the subject and seemed eager for 
more. The charge nurse attempted to satisfy them, which was good, 
but did not supply the specific information they sought. The team 
leader's remarks might even have caused the assistants to have doubt 
about the information they had, and it is :possible might even repress 
further thought they might have concerning the matter. 
En the team conference Mr. Davis made the observation that Mr., 
Vincent was suffering pain. He demonstrated his familiarity with the 
patient's care when he stated, nHe has been taken off reverse pre-
cautions. rr The team leader did some teaching in this instance when 
she advised the assistants about X-r~ therapy. Ih addition she con-
tributed to their understanding of Mr. Vincent when she stressed the 
importance at this time of activity for the patient., 
= 
~e charge nurse did some good teaching in relation to Mr. 
White. "When Mr. Davis related that the patient was on a twenty-four 
hour urine, she proceeded to explain the reason for this. The charge 
nurse also saw an opportunity to teach when F.lra Fe:Ley discussed Mr. 
Young. This was done in relation to reddened areas and could be used 
by the nursing assistants in their care for any bed patients~ At. the 
te8!Tl conference, the group discussed the importance of not mixing Mr. 
Young rs water pitcher with other pitchers, since Mr .. Young had a mouth 
infection. Mr. Edwards offered a good suggestion when he recommended 
using an adhesive tape label. 
After the assistants had concluded the discussion of their pa-
tients, F.lr. Edwards mentioned tp.at at the last meeting of the nursing 
assistants he had suggesrted that minutes be taken. It apparently was; 
decided that the assistants should do this. The charge nurse attempted 
to support this decision, possibly so that they would see some value 
:in doing this themselves. She further suggested that they might take 
turns and that she was sure the Assd.stant Chief in Nursing Fducation 
would help them. This was a form of encouragement for them. 
The team leader provided the nursing assistants with definite 
0bservations that they should make in relation to Mr. C'onway, a pa-
tient who had a definite psychiatric problem~ The concluding inci-
dent concerning Mr. Mallon was; illustrative of the type of observing 
and incidental reporting that the nursing assistant did ... 
CHAPTER W 
SDMMA.RY, CONCLUSION, AND RECOMMENDATIONS: 
SUmm.ary 
As a result of the analysis of the data, the bypotheais, that 
there are s,ignificant patient needs that remain either unrecognized 
or unattended, because the nursing assistant does.not recognize the 
importance of these needs or does not communicate them to the nursing 
team leader was s;ubstantiated. According to the data that were collec-
ted, it was felt that the nursing assistant needed some helF in the 
area of recognition of patient needs. Admittedly, he rep0Tted many 
patient needs, both physical and emotional, but there was no proof 
available as to whether or not he realized the significance of these 
needs, and therefor~ his role in the satisfaction of patient needs. It 
was the iffiwression of the author that the nursing assistant was con-
fronted with Fatient needs~ physical. and emotional, either of a nature 
that could be visibly observed by him, or expressed verbally by the Fa-
tient. In almost every case in which the patient verbally expressed 
a need, the nursing assistant either fulfilled this himself or took 
it to hi.s team leader. In reference to needs that could be observed by 
him" the nursing assistant again performed well in this area when the 
needs were of a physical nature. However, there were instances when a 
patient indirectly communicated a need that was not noted by the nurs.-· 
8JL 
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ing assistant, and it was in these cases that patient needs remained un-
attended with few exceptions. 
<i.:bnclusions 
The purpose of this study was. to analyze the inter-communication. 
taking place between the nursing assistant, the patient and the team 
leader in order to ascertain what guidance and supervision of the nurs-
ing assis,tant is necessary, in order to improve his ability to identify 
and meet the needs of the patient. · 
l. According to the data presented, the :patient did accept and 
utilize the nursing assistant in terms of communicating 
his: needs. 
2. The nursing assistant did recognize most physical needs; as 
they were· presented in the process of caring for the pa-
tient .. 
3. The nursing assistant was not always aware of needs that 
~re more profound, or covert; for example, suppressed 
anxiety or fear. 
4. '1'he nursing assistant did relay patient needs that he recog-
nized to his team leader or charge nurse through incidental 
contact and team conference. 
5. The nursing assistant did not attempt to satisfy patient 
needs requiring more skill and ability than he possessed. 
6v Time as a factor did not influence the amount and type of 
communication observed. 
= 
= 
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7. The approach used by the professional nurse, her interest., 
and her skills in guiding and directing the nursing assist-
ant were in most cases conducive to his communication. 
S.ii.milarly, the atmosphere at team conference was such 
that the nursing assistant was encouraged to participate: 
and contribute to the discussion~ 
8. Most of the prep:aration and information given the nursing 
assistant was in terms of the physical needs of the 
patient--only a few instances included emotional needSJ. 
9. The communication involved as the professional nurse 
prepared the nursing assistant for the care of patients 
was geared to his level of understanding .. 
10. The professional nurse could have made use of some of the 
information the nursing assistant brought to her in terms 
of establishing contact with the patient herself. 
ll~ There were instances when the nursing assistant either 
directly asked for more information, or when an excellent 
opportunity to do some teaching and thus improve their 
understanding of the patien\ was present that the pro-
fessional nurse did not utilize or did so in a superficial, · 
inadequate manner~ 
12. The nursing assistant requires more guidance in relation 
to the significance and identification of the more pro-
found or covert patient needs, if he is to continue the 
= 
8}4L 
responsibilities he presently has for the care of the 
patient. This was· especially true in this situation 
since as was previously stated, the nursing assistant 
was' exposed to these needs, and the nurse needs to 
utilize the contact the nursing assistant has with the 
patient in order to plan and provide maximum patient 
care .. 
Recommendations 
1. That more guidance and supervision of the nursing assist-
ant be directed toward assisting him to better identify 
the more profound or covert patient needs particularly 
those of an emotional naturee 
2. That the professional nurse help the nursing assistant 
develop his skills in communication 1-rith the patient, 
if the patient is to receive maximum benefit from the 
care given to him. 
3. That team conferences be used as problem solving ses-
sions to help the nursing assistant meet the needs of 
the :EJatient. 
4. That theprofessional nurse utilize information given 
to her by the nursing assistant to establish a closer 
contact between her and the patient, and to better 
supervise and plan patient care. 
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APFENDIX k 
POSITION DESCRIPTION - NURSING ASSISTANT (M&S!} GS-621-2 (General) 
1. Nature and :l?U.rp!se of wtt>k ::: 
A.. Jihtroductim 
~position is that of a Nursing Assistant on medical,surgical 
and paraplegic wards. As a trainee during the first six months, 
I receive 65 hours of formal classrornn instruction. On the 
wards, the nursing staff provides additional instruction and 
closely sUpervised practice on day, evening and night duty. 
2. Duties;!. 
As a member of the nursing t.eam I perform the following pa,.. 
tient care activities after I have received instruction. 
l. l?ersonal Hygiene of P'atients - care of hair, skin, nails, oral 
hygiene a.11d hygiene of elimination. 
2. Make all types of beds, give all types of baths., 
3 .. 1furn and :position patients to prevent pressure ulcers. 
4. Help patients t01 ambulate, lift to stretchers and wheelchairs .. 
5 •. Assist patients w.i.:th dressing, apply braces, prosthetics and 
eating devices. 
6. Serve water, nourishment, food trays, feed patients and record 
intake and output of fluids .. 
7. Provide supportive care such as foot boards, rubber rings, 
bed boards, side rails, sandbags and other comfort and safe-
ty devices. 
8. Observe and report symptoms of patients. 
9; .. Observe and report excretions, collect specimens, test diabetic 
urine.-
10. Admit, transfer and discharge patients, care for their clothing 
and valuables .. 
ll. Transport patients to operating roo:m, xray, and various clinics. 
22 .. Take temperature, pulse, respiration and blood pressure. 
13. Weigh and measure patients. 
14. For patients on bladder and bowel training programs, insert 
suppositories, give enemas, operate bladder drainage equip-
ment. 
JL5. Prepare patients for operating room, care for post-o:perative 
patients. 
16. Operate electric and thermatic suction equipment, empty and 
record drainage, clean bottles. 
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17. S:et up oxygen equipment, care for patients rece1vmg oxygen. 
JL8. Op:erate res])irator, care for patients in respirator. 
19. Fill and apply hot water bags, ice caps, give sitz baths. 
20.. Care for body after death. 
21.. Carry out isolation technfque for patients having a communicable 
disease. 
22. "Special" patients such as p~chotics, epileptics and very ill 
patients •. 
-80% .. 
Jiil addition to giving personaJi. care to patients I also perform 
the following activities: 
l. mean and sterilize ward utensils and equipment. 
2 .. Defrost and clean ward refrigerators. 
3~ Do errands such as deliver emergency requisitions and obtain 
supplies from Central Supply, Rharmacy etc~ 
4 .. Inspect equipment and report needed repairs. 
5. Assist with visitor control system. 
6. Help clean ward in the absence of the janitor. 
7. Carry out special assignments when detailed to other departments 
in emergency. 
-20% 
2. s·cope ·and Effect of Work t 
When giving treatments, my work requires a knowledge of anatomy 
and physiology and constant application of the principles of 
physics and asepsis. Ignorance or carelessness in the hand-
ling of patients with drainage tube from lung, stomach, kid-
ney or bladder might result in collapsed lung, blocking of 
drainage tubes or serious injury and infection to internal 
organs •. 
3. Supervision and Guidance Received:: 
Immediate supervision is provided by the Head Nurse and Team 
Leader under a formal llNursing 'Ream E..an. n Ward conferences 
and daily Team conferences provide continuous instruction. 
Mlf written daily assignments are explicit and additional verb-
aJi.. explanation is always available from the Team Leader. A 
ward procedure book and policy book provide "Written instruc-
ti0ns at all times ... 
4. Mental Demands: 
General duties are performed according to established hcspital 
policies and procedures. Although the general work is spe-
cifically taught and assigned, it is necessary to exercise 
90 
judgement in planning the order of work and handling the re-
quests of patients which interrupt. my wock. Occasionally, I 
must adapt general equipment and procedure to the problems of 
a di.fficult patient. Also, in Team Con.ferences I help plan 
and evaluate effective patient care .. 
5.. Personal W0rk Contacts:: 
MY contacts are chiefly with patients, nurses, doctors and 
other nursing assistants. I frequently contact personnel of 
orther departments such as xray, P .T., etc. , when transporting 
patients to those areas~ Also, I have occasion to escort 
visitors to patients rooms, or refer them to a doctor or nurse ... 
6. Other: 
Tb· carry out the above mentioned duties and responsibilities, 
it is necess:ary to maintain excellent physical condition, to 
be able to do arduous duties and to be dependable. 
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APPENDll B 
VETERANS ADMINISTRATION HOSPITAL 
irest Roxbury, Massachusetts 
Position Description - HOSPITAL AlliE (General) - GS:...62l-3 
l. Nature and Purpose of' Wmrk:: 
A. Introduction: 
'li'his position is that of' a general hospd.tal aide performing all 
pat.ient care duties in aJl wards; at a general. medical and surgi-
cal hospital .. 
R. Duties: (1 and 2} 
Specialling Patients Ass.igned to and responsible for care and 
comfort of' one adult veteran patient. Maintains close observa-
tion of' and reports aJl changes~ in condition, and notes signs 
and sympt0ms, physical and mental. Takes and records rectal and 
0ral. temperatures, pulse, respiration and blood pressure. 
General.. Personal hygiene of' patients including all.. types oil'" 
baths, care of' hair, skin, nails, oral hygiene, hygiene, and 
hygiene of' el:imination. Supportive measures of' good nursing 
care as back care, proper utilization of' equipment such as 
mechanicaJL beds, rubber rings, bed boards, side rails, etc. 
Caring .for patients on isolation technique. 
5% 
45% 
Gives treatments such as enemas, irrigations, sitz baths, 
.foort soaks, hand soaks. Prepares patients for the operating 
ro0m; taking temperatures, pulses, respiration, and blood 
pressure. Assists doctors by :preparing and holding patients 
for siJecial. procedures such as dressings, lumbar :puncture, 
abdominal paracenteses, thoracenteses, irrigations, biopsies, 
and venapuncture therapy. Assists nurses to set up, adjust, 
and periodically inspect all types of suction syphonage, put-
ting patients in oxygen tent. Measures and records all types 
o.f intake and output. Care .for body after death. 
Carries food trays to patients, adjusts patients to comfort-
able positions for eating and feeds helpless patients .. 
15% 
10% 
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Pdlsition Descriwtinn - HOSPITAL AIDE (General) - GS-621-3 (Continued) 
Collects, observes, rep:orts to. nurse and delivers to labora-
tories all specimens collected for diagnostic, treatment, and 
research purposes.. Weighs and measures patients., 
Transports patients to operating rooms, X-ray, and various 
clinics, and performs routine duties on the wards concerned 
Writh admission, transfer, and discharge of patients .. 
5% 
10% 
other· Cleans and sterilizes· ward utensils and equipment~ 
Cares for and operates vat sterilizers. Cleans patientsr 
:inrrnediate environment., 
2. Sco!'e and Effect of Work:: 
lO% 
There are definite techniques and procedures carried out. I 
must always be ready to meet the needs of many variables in the 
deFartment where I am working. It is essential for me to plan 
and organize my work so as to meet the unexpected. My actions 
have a direct influence on patients t care. I must at all times 
be. alert and exercise good judgment in carrying out treatments; 
so as not to endanger patients r welfare. 
3.. Su:wervision and Guidance Received:: 
The nurse in charge of . the ward is my ;immediate supervisor. 
General supervision and instruction in special procedures such 
as isolation techniques, use of reswirators, stryker frames, 
etc., is given by supervisors of the department or instruc-
tors~ Special instructions are given on unusual techniques. 
Manuals, information bulletins, written wrocedures are avail-
able on the ward for reference. 
4. Mental. Demands r 
Because of the frequent emergencies which arise on wards, I 
must be constantly alert to the changing needs and be prepared 
to assist and coo:perate in meeting the situation. There is no 
limitation as to the extent of the task to be performed and in-
dependent performance is rendered, not only in routine duties, 
but also in the more difficult ones. 
5. Personal Work Contacts : 
My contacts are chiefly with patients, nurses, doctors, other 
hospital aides, visitors and personnel in Central Service, Phar-
macy, Supply and Engineering. Person-to-person relationship with 
:patients particularly require constant application of patience, 
tact, and dependability. 
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APPENDIX: 0; 
CONSOLIDATED VETERANS ADMINISTRATION HOSPITALS 
Boston 30, Massachusetts 
(West Roxbury Division). 
November 20, 1958 
, POSITION DESCRIPTION - NURSING ASSISTANT (GENERAL) GS-621-4 
1. Nature and PUrpose of Work: 
A. Introductinn: 
1) My position is that of a Nursing Assistant on medical, 
surgical, and paraplegic wards. I am assigned to care 
for the serio~Sly ilk patients and those requiring a high 
degree of specialized skills and knowledge. 
B._, Duties:: 
1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 
6) 
7) 
8) 
9) 
10) 
11) 
12} 
13) 
Make all types of beds, give all types of baths .. 
Rersonal HYgiene of patients-care of hair, skin, nails,. oral 
hygiene and hygiene of elimination •. 
PUrn and position patients. 
Serve water, nourishment, food trays and record intake and 
output. 
Observe and report symptoms of patients. 
Observe and rep·ort excretions, collect specimens, test dia-
betic urine. 
Take temperature, pulse, respiration and blood pressure. 
Weigh and measure patients. 
Assist with bowel training, :insert suppositories and give 
enemas. 
Assist with bladder training, ~·erate bladder drainage 
equipment. 
Prepare patients for operating room, care for p~st-operative 
patients., 
Help recent post-o~erative patients, feeble and crippled pa-
tients to ambulate. 
Operate electric and ther.motic suction equipment, empty 
and record drainage; clean bottles. 
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. Position Description (Cont. ) (Nursing Asst.- M&S & SCI) 
Page 2. 
14) Set UIJ oxyg~n equipment, care for patients receiving oxy-
gen. 
15} Operate respirator, care for patients in res10irator. 
16) Garry out isolation technique for patients having a communi-
cable disease~ · 
1..7) nspecial patients !I such as very ill patients, irrational pa-
tients or those having seizures. 
JL8) Gare for patients on Stryker frames •. 
19) Assistant with administration of intravenous fluids. 
20) Posit~on patients and help with lumbar punctures and proc-
toscapies. 
21) Fill and apply hot water bags, ice caps, give Sitz baths •. 
22) Clean and sterilize ward utensils and equipment. 
23). Do; errands as assigned by nurse in charge. 
2. Scope and Effect of W0rk: 
90% 
lO% 
I am assigned to care for the more seriously ill patients, recent 
post-operatives, and those requiring especially careful handling;· 
therefore, it is essential that I be highly skilled in nursing 
techniques so that in my daily patient care I throw n0~ added burden 
on the patient. I must be quick to detect change in patient's eon~ 
dition and in grasping the significance of the change. Failure to 
us.e : good judgment in reporting to my team leader might imperil a 
patient t s life. I must be familiar with and rigidly adhere to 
aseptic technique in many of the procedures I carry out, other-
wise infections might occur. 
3. Superv±sion and Guidance Received: 
My immediate supervisor is the team leader. At the beginning of 
the tour of duty she gives me my assignment for the eight hour 
period along vJith the JP.ertinent details necessary for the intelli-
gent performance of my duties. For the rest of the period I am 
expected to carry on, on :my own, -.rlth periodic supervision from 
her. She is always available should I need to report change of 
patient's condition or ask advice. 
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Position Description (cont.} (Nursing Asst.- M&S & SCI) 
Page 3 •. 
4. Mental Demands: 
Ability to plan, think clearly and act quickly is necessary. Alert-
ness, self-control and promptness in carrying out orders, especially 
in emergency situations is essential. Ability to anticipate the 
needs of doctors and nurses,. ability to work under pressure;· a high 
degree of tact, patience and sympathetic understanding in inter-
personal relationship with patien~is required. 
5. Personal Work Contacts: 
MY closest contacts are with the nurses, doctors, patients and their 
families. 
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APPENDIX D 
ViErERA.NS' . .ADMINISTRATION HOSP'lTAL 
'West Roxbury, Massachusetts 
PERIODIC EVALUATION - NURSING ASSISTANTS 
P - Fbor 
F' - Fair 
A.- Average 
R- EX::cellent 
N.A¥.tE DATE' --------------------------------------~ ---------------------
RATING PERIOD 
--------------------------------
SKILL 
l. Techniques and procedures performed as taught •. 
2. Maintenance of equipment. 
3. Presentability of w0-rk. 
DEPENDABILITY 
1. .Attendance record. Include reporting on and of:f duty. 
2. Notification to Nursing Office when unable t@ report for 
da~~ · 
3. Completion of duties. (Reports when unable to do so). 
4. Degree to which he follows instructions. 
5. Degree to which he seeks advice ... 
6. Accidents or injuries to patients or self are reported 
according to regulations. 
OTHER ELEMENTS OF PERFORMANCE 
1. Performance as member of the nursing team. 
2. Acceptance of instructions and changes of assignment. 
3. Courtesy and helpfulness. 
4. Productivity. 
5. Discretion and tact. 
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